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I. INTRODUCTION 

Respondent, Pierce County (“the County”), submits this answer to 

the petition filed by the Washington Coalition for Open Government 

(“WCOG”) seeking this Court’s review of an unpublished unanimous 

opinion1 by the Court of Appeals affirming the trial court’s ruling2 in the 

County’s favor in its action under the Public Records Act (“PRA”). Because 

the Court of Appeals’ decision follows well-settled precedent and does not 

conflict with any prior decision of this Court or the Court of Appeals, review 

should be denied. 

II. COUNTER-STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

WCOG’s counsel made a PRA request to the County Prosecuting 

Attorney’s Office in April 2015 seeking a large volume of County litigation 

records from Nissen v. Pierce County,3 another PRA lawsuit which involved 

requests for disclosure of records from the personal cell-phone of the 

County’s former Prosecuting Attorney, Mark Lindquist. The Nissen case 

was pending for several years, because it advanced from the Superior Court, 

which initially dismissed it under Rule 12 (b)(6), to the Court of Appeals, 

to this Court, and then back to Superior Court on remand. See Nissen, supra. 

                                                 
1 A copy of the Court of Appeals’ unpublished opinion is attached as Appendix A. 
2 A copy of the trial court’s decision is attached as Appendix B. 
3 Nissen v. Pierce County, 183 Wn.2d 863, 357 P.3d 45 (2015). 
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One of the requests at issue in Nissen sought not merely work-

related records from Lindquist’s cell phone, but all records on the phone 

from a particular date, without any limitation.  Nissen, 183 Wn.2d at 869-

70; CP 37-38. Thus, while the County was the defendant agency in Nissen, 

Lindquist also retained his own personal attorney and intervened in the case. 

CP 42-44. The County and Lindquist took identical positions in Nissen: both 

argued that the records at issue were not public records and that requiring 

their disclosure would infringe on the privacy rights of public officials and 

employees. CP 46-102. During the appellate stage of the Nissen case, 

several organizations filed amicus curae briefs that also advocated for this 

position: the Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys (“WAPA”), 

the Washington Association of Municipal Attorneys (“WSAMA”), and 

several labor organizations whose constituents are public employees 

(“Public Employees”). CP 103-194. These organizations participated as 

amici in Nissen specifically for purposes of supporting the County and 

Lindquist. CP 1829-31. 

Ultimately, this Court held in Nissen that most of the records at 

issue, such as call logs, were not public records. Nissen, 183 Wn.2d at 882-

83. It held that transcripts of the content of text messages were potentially 

public records if they were work-related.  Id. at 883. This Court directed 

--
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Lindquist on remand to perform a search of records and prepare an affidavit 

with sufficient information to allow the Superior Court to determine that 

any records withheld are not public records. Id. at 886-87. 

As summarized by the Court of Appeals’ unpublished decision in 

this case: “In response to WCOG’s PRA request, the County claimed that 

hundreds of drafts, draft pleadings, handwritten notes, legal research, and 

correspondence related to the Nissen litigation were exempt from 

production as work product. As such, the County redacted these 

communications and documents either in part or in full in its response to 

WCOG’s PRA request.” Unpublished Opinion at 9. WCOG then sued the 

County under the PRA based upon its work product exemptions and other 

theories. CP 2083-93. 

The trial court scheduled a merits hearing on all WCOG’s claims on 

April 21, 2017. CP 2065. At the hearing, WCOG advanced three theories. 

First, WCOG argued the County violated the PRA, because the County 

mailed some of the records rather than transmitting them electronically and 

it sent paper copies of one installment of records rather than sending them 

in an electronic format (i.e., PDF files). CP 2019-20. Second, WCOG 

claimed the County’s work product exemptions were improper and that the 

County waived any work product protections in litigation records that it 
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shared with Prosecutor Lindquist, WAPA, WSAMA, or Public Employees. 

CP 2013-18. And third, WCOG claimed the County’s exemption logs 

asserting work product were inadequate, because they did not provide 

detailed information about the common interest shared between the County, 

Lindquist, and the above amicus groups to explain why work product was 

not waived. CP 2019. 

On June 15, 2017, the trial court issued a letter decision ruling in 

favor of the County on all WCOG’s theories. CP 356-60. The trial court’s 

decision was reduced to an order of dismissal entered on July 21, 2017. CP 

354-55. WCOG appealed on August 11, 2017. CP 362-69. On February 20, 

2019, the Court of Appeals issued its opinion affirming the trial court in all 

respects.  

III. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE DENIED 

WCOG’s petition should be denied, because none of the criteria for 

discretionary review under RAP 13.4 (b) are satisfied. The Court of 

Appeals’ holding that the County did not violate the PRA when it produced 

some installments of records by mailing them and/or providing hard copies 

rather than PDF electronic files is consistent with multiple cases from all 

three divisions of the Court of Appeals. Further, the Court of Appeals 

correctly applied the analysis in this Court’s relatively recent decision in 
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Kittitas County v. Allphin, 190 Wn.2d 691, 416 P.3d 1232 (2018), when it 

held the County did not waive work product protections for its Nissen 

litigation records. Unpublished Opinion at 11-12. The Court of Appeals’ 

conclusion that “the County did not violate the PRA by failing to explain in 

detail in its exemption logs how an exception to the waiver of a claimed 

exemption applied to the redacted records” is likewise consistent with, 

rather than contrary to, both the language of the PRA and this Court’s prior 

decisions. WCOG fails to establish any conflict in the case law or error 

justifying this Court’s review. 

A. The Court of Appeals’ Conclusion that the County’s Method of 
Producing Records Did Not Violate the PRA is Consistent With 
Well-Settled Case Law From All Three Divisions of the Court of 
Appeals 

WCOG asserted a claim under RCW 42.56.100 based upon the 

County’s production of one installment of records on paper rather than 

electronically and its transmittal of some records by United States mail 

rather than by e-mail or internet file transfer. CP 2019-20. WCOG has also 

characterized this claim as being based upon the County’s failure to adopt 

rules providing for the “fullest assistance” to requestors. Id. 

As a preliminary matter, an actionable PRA violation requires a 

requestor to establish that he or she has wrongfully been denied access to a 

public record or that an agency’s estimate of time for responding to a request 
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for records is unreasonable.4 RCW 42.56.100 requires agencies to adopt 

rules relating to public records but does not give rise to a cause of action in 

Superior Court.  

As the Court of Appeals recognized, the County did adopt rules 

governing public records requests, Pierce County Code 2.04: “Public 

Records Inspection and Copying Procedures.” This satisfies the County’s 

statutory duty under RCW 42.56.100. The court correctly held the statute 

does not require agencies to adopt rules specifically relating to the electronic 

production of records. The Attorney General’s Office model rules include 

provisions relating to the production of records electronically, but these 

rules are advisory only and do not bind agencies. WAC 44-14-00003; West 

v. Dept. of Licensing, 182 Wn. App. 500, 516, 331 P.3d 72 (2014), review 

denied, 181 Wn.2d 1027, 339 P.3d 634 (2014). All three divisions of the 

Court of Appeals have previously held that nothing in the PRA requires 

records to be produced electronically. Doe L v. Pierce County, 7 Wn. 

App.2d 157, 433 P.3d 838 (2018); Benton County v. Zink, 191 Wn. App. 

269, 282, 361 P.3d 801 (2015), review denied, 185 Wn.2d 1021, 369 P.3d 

501 (2016); Mitchell v. Dept. of Corrections, 164 Wn. App. 597, 606, 277 

                                                 
4 “The PRA provides a cause of action for two types of violations: (1) when an agency 

wrongfully denies an opportunity to inspect or copy a public record or (2) when an agency 
has not made a reasonable estimate of the time required to respond to the request.” Andrews 
v. Washington State Patrol, 183 Wn. App. 644, 651, 334 P.3d 94 (2014) (citing RCW 
42.56.550 (1),(2)). 
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P.3d 670 (2011); Mechling v. City of Monroe, 152 Wn. App. 830, 849, 222 

P.3d 808 (2009). Thus, the Court of Appeals’ decision follows a long line 

of well-settled precedent. In contrast, no prior reported case has treated an 

agency’s failure to produce records electronically (or its failure to adopt 

specific rules) as a PRA violation for which penalties or fees may be 

awarded, as WCOG would ask this Court to do.5 It bears noting that 

notwithstanding the lack of any legal requirement, here the County did 

produce the overwhelming majority of records to WCOG electronically.6 

WCOG’s claim that the decision of Division II conflicts with the 

decisions of Division I in Kleven v. Des Moines, 111 Wn. App. 284, 44 P.3d 

887 (2002), and ACLU v. Blaine School Dist., 88 Wn. App. 688, 44 P.2d 

                                                 
5 Some courts have exercised their broad equitable powers to order an agency to 

produce records electronically if it is reasonable and feasible for the agency to do so See, 
e.g., Mechling, 152 Wn. App. at 850 (“on remand the trial court shall determine whether it 
is reasonable and feasible for the City” to produce records electronically). Mitchell, 164 
Wn. App. at 607 (affirming trial court ruling not requiring electronic production). WCOG 
never briefed the standing requirements for an injunction ordering the County to adopt 
additional rules or to produce records electronically, specifically: “(1) a clear legal or 
equitable right, (2) a well-grounded fear of immediate invasion of that right, and (3) actual 
and substantial injury as a result.” Resident Action Council v. Seattle Housing Authority, 
177 Wn.2d 417, 445-46, 327 P.3d 600 (2013)(citing Wash. Fed’n of State Employees v. 
State, 99 Wn.2d 878, 888, 665 P.2d 1337 (1983)).Given the County had long been 
producing records electronically, WCOG would have been unable to satisfy these 
requirements if it had ever raised the issue properly. Thus, there was no reason for the trial 
court to consider this sort of injunctive relief when it made its ruling. 

6 By the time of the hearing, thousands of pages of records had been produced to the 
requestor in six installments. CP 436-37, 440-42. Only the first installment of records, 
consisting of 533 pages, was sent to the requestor in paper format. CP 459-60, 499.The 
second through the fifth installments were sent to the requestor on CD in an electronic 
format (PDF). CP 461-63. In May of 2016, the Prosecuting Attorney’s Office approved use 
of a system called Filelocker for producing records in electronic format via internet 
download. CP 436-37, 443-44. All subsequent installments were produced to the requestor 
electronically using Filelocker. CP 434-37. 
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1176 (1997), is also without merit. In Kleven, the requestor claimed the 

defendant City was liable under the part of RCW 42.56.100 requiring rules 

“to protect records from damage or disorganization,” because the City had 

mislabeled a single audiotape that was responsive to a PRA request. Kleven, 

111 Wn. App. at 297. The Court of Appeals rejected this claim, given that 

the City promptly produced the mislabeled tape. Id. As the trial court below 

correctly observed: “The record in Klevin contained no information to show 

that the City had not adopted or enforced rules and regulations, and so the 

Court of Appeals did not address that issue.” CP 426. As a result, there is 

no conflict between the decision of Division I in Klevin and the opinion of 

Division II here. 

In ACLU, Division I held that an agency’s refusal to send records by 

mail and its insistence that a Seattle-based requestor travel to Blaine to 

review and copy records was a violation of the PRA.  ACLU, 88 Wn. App. 

at 694-95. The court focused on the provision of the PRA stating that 

“agencies shall honor requests received by mail for identifiable public 

records unless exempted by provisions of this chapter.”  Id. (citing RCW 

42.17.270, now re-codified as RCW 42.56.080). Based on the legislative 

history of this provision the court concluded: “This statement can only be 

interpreted to require agencies to provide copies of identifiable public 
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records by mail when requested to do so.”  Id. at 695.  ACLU requires an 

agency to mail records when requested, but it states nothing about any 

requirement to send records electronically.  

Put simply, as a matter of law an agency meets its PRA obligation 

to disclose records “by promptly mailing copies at a reasonable charge . . .” 

Sappenfield v. Dept. of Corrections, 127 Wn. App. 83, 89, 110 P.3d 808 

(2005). Neither Kleven nor ACLU support WCOG’s argument under RAP 

13.4 (b)(2) that the unpublished opinion of Division II here is “in conflict 

with” other decisions by Division I. As discussed above, in Mechling 

Division I reached the same holding as Division II did here. Mechling, 152 

Wn. App. at 849. Review should therefore be denied. 

B. The Court of Appeals’ Conclusion that the County Did Not 
Waive Work Product Protections in Nissen Litigation Records 
By Sharing Them With Other Aligned Parties is Consistent 
With This Court’s Established Case Law 

WCOG’s contention that the trial court and Court of Appeals 

reversed the burden of proof when they concluded the County’s work 

product exemptions were proper is belied by the record. The trial court 

explicitly recognized “[t]he agency bears the burden ‘to establish that 

refusal to permit public inspection and copying in accordance with a statute 

that exempts or prohibits public disclosure.’” CP 358 (quoting RCW 

42.56.550 (1)). It went on to hold, “Pierce County has met its burden to 
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establish that a PRA exemption (work product) applies to these documents.” 

CP 359. The Court of Appeals likewise recognized the County’s burden 

under the statute. Unpublished Opinion at 8. Thus, there was no reversal of 

the applicable burden.7 Instead, WCOG is simply arguing the lower courts 

made an error when they determined the County met this burden. This does 

not satisfy the criteria for review invoked by WCOG. See RAP 13.4 (b)(1). 

This Court is not an “error-correcting” court. See generally RAP 13.1(a), 

13.4(b). Consequently, even without reaching the merits, WCOG’s petition 

should be denied. 

In any case, WCOG fundamentally misconstrues the doctrine of 

waiver. “A waiver is the intentional and voluntary relinquishment of a 

                                                 
7 RCW 42.56.550 (1) places the burden on an agency to establish that an exemption is 

properly asserted. However, the trial court correctly noted, citing Adams v. Dept. of 
Corrections, 189 Wn. App. 925, 952, 361 P.3d 749 (2015), that in all other respects a 
plaintiff still has the burden of establishing the elements necessary for recovery. CP 358. 
This statement was a recognition of the County’s objection that WCOG did not identify 
which specific exempt records out of the thousands disclosed by the County WCOG was 
challenging. As the plaintiff in Superior Court, WCOG was required to file the opening 
brief for the merits hearing. CP 2065. The County was required to file a response, and 
WCOG was permitted to file a reply. Id. Without the requestor identifying the specific 
records it is challenging, there is no way for the agency or the court to determine whether 
in camera review of those records is necessary. Despite this, WCOG insisted it did not 
even have the minimal burden as the plaintiff of identifying which records it was disputing 
were exempt, instead stating that simply providing “examples that highlight why the 
exemption claims were wrong” satisfied any burden it had. 04/21/17 RP at 8-9, 55. The 
trial court disagreed, noting “the Plaintiff has failed to even identify which specific records 
are at issue that purportedly lost their work product privilege because they were shared,” 
and consequently “[t]he merits hearing did not involve a challenge to any particular 
document withheld or redacted.” CP 359-60. While WCOG did not satisfy its burden of 
identifying all the specific exempt records it was challenging, the Court nevertheless dealt 
with its allegation “in a generic way that the work product privilege does not apply because 
some or all of the documents were shared outside the attorney-client relationship.” CP 359. 
The trial court rejected that claim, as noted infra. 
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known right. It may result from an express agreement or be inferred from 

circumstances indicating an intent to waive.” Jones v. Best, 134 Wn.2d 232, 

241, 950 P.2d 1 (1998)(citing Bowman v. Webster, 44 Wn.2d 667, 669, 269 

P.2d 960 (1954)). And contrary to WCOG’s assertion, it is the party who 

claims that a waiver occurred – not the party denying it – who bears the 

burden of proof of establishing waiver. Jones, 134 Wn.2d at 241-42; Steel 

v. Olympia Early Learning Ctr., 195 Wn. App. 811, 832, 281 P.3d 111 

(2016). Non-waiver is not an element of establishing work product or any 

other privilege. 

WCOG attempted to manufacture an argument that the County 

waived any work product protection in records it shared with Lindquist by 

claiming that the then Pierce County Prosecuting Attorney was an “adverse 

party” to the County in Nissen. As both the trial court and Court of Appeals 

held, the record in Nissen is clear that neither Prosecutor Lindquist nor any 

of the relevant amicus groups were adverse to the County. The undisputed 

record establishes they all took the same position in the litigation, 

specifically that Prosecutor Lindquist’s private cell phone records were not 

public records and that requiring their disclosure would infringe on the 

privacy rights of public officials and employees. In its effort to resurrect this 

argument, WCOG relies on legal conclusions from the declaration of an 
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attorney it hired, which stated Lindquist had a conflict of interest in Nissen. 

But the trial court correctly granted the County’s motion to strike those legal 

conclusions as inadmissible, and WCOG never assigned error to this ruling 

on appeal.8 CP 357.  

Even should this Court accept arguendo that Lindquist had a conflict 

of interest, WCOG has never cited any legal authority holding that work 

product protections are destroyed when a conflict of interest arises. The trial 

court specifically noted this lack of authority. CP 427. There is no dispute 

that Prosecutor Lindquist was one of the County’s attorneys in Nissen.9 

Both Washington law and the Rules of Professional Conduct expressly 

prohibit a lawyer from revealing client confidences, even after the attorney-

client relationship is terminated. RPC 1.9 (c)(2); RCW 5.60.060; 

Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 77, cmt. b. (2000) 

(“The attorney-client privilege continues indefinitely”); see also ABA 

Formal Opinion 94-385 (either lawyer or client may invoke work product, 

                                                 
8 “The appellate court will only review a claimed error which is included in an 

assignment of error or clearly disclosed in the associated issue pertaining thereto.” RAP 
10.3(g). Where a party fails to assign error to the trial court’s decision to strike a 
declaration, the ruling is not reviewable on appeal. Workman v. Klinkenburg, 6 Wn. App.2d 
291, 303-04, 430 P.3d 716 (2018). 

9 RCW 36.27.020; Kleven v. King County Prosecutor, 112 Wn. App. 18, 25, 53 P.3d 
516 (2002) (“[B]y statute, the prosecuting attorney is the legal advisor for all county 
officers and agencies.”); Harter v. King County, 11 Wn.2d 584, 595, 119 P.2d 919 (1941) 
(“[W]here the board [of county commissioners] remains silent, it is bound by the bona fide 
representation of the county by the prosecuting attorney, who derives his primary authority, 
not from the board, but from the statutes.”).   
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and lawyer is obligated to do so on behalf of former client). Thus, the Court 

of Appeals properly held WCOG’s conflict of interest argument is factually 

and legally baseless. 

The Court of Appeals correctly applied this Court’s holding in 

Allphin, which makes clear that the court’s focus is on the conduct of the 

defendant agency when determining whether the agency has waived work 

product protection in a document by disclosing it to a third person: “a party 

waives its work product protection when it discloses work product 

documents to a third party in a manner creating a significant likelihood that 

an adversary will obtain the information.” Allphin, 190 Wn.2d at 700 

(emphasis added). As the Court of Appeals here reasoned, when a party 

shares work product with other parties who are aligned with it in ongoing 

litigation, there is no waiver: “Because the County, Lindquist, and the 

amicus groups were similarly aligned on a matter of common interest in the 

Nissen litigation, the County had a reasonable expectation of confidentiality 

in sharing its work product with the amicus groups and Lindquist.” 

Unpublished Opinion at 13. Thus, again, there is no conflict. 

WCOG makes the misleading assertion that besides being shared 

with Lindquist, WAPA, WSAMA, and Public Employees, “the County’s 

records were also shared with dozens of cities and counties.” Petition at 16. 
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While WAPA and/or WSAMA may have shared briefing with the attorneys 

representing “dozens of cities and counties” who are the constituent 

members of those organizations, the record shows the County shared 

records only with the attorneys representing Lindquist and its amicus 

supporters in the Nissen case. Again, the focus under Allphin is the conduct 

of the County in disclosing its work product to a third person and whether 

it had a reasonable expectation of confidentiality. Here, where the County’s 

disclosure was only to attorneys representing other parties in Nissen who 

were aligned with it, there was no waiver. The fact that WCOG managed to 

obtain some of the County’s work product records from sources other than 

the County, long after making the subject PRA request, is immaterial. See, 

e.g., Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wn. App. 221, 236, 211 P.3d 423 (2009), 

as amended (July 20, 2009), as amended on denial of reconsideration (Oct. 

26, 2009), review denied, 168 Wn.2d 1023, 228 P.3d 18 (2010)(“the fortuity 

of receiving an exemption log from the prosecutor’s office in 2007 does not 

provide Koenig with a cause of action for its failure to provide him with an 

exemption log in 2005 when he first requested documents.”). 

The Court of Appeals also appropriately rejected WCOG’s specious 

argument that an e-mail written by Pamela Loginsky, who represented 

WAPA in Nissen, put the County on notice that any work product it shared 

---
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with WAPA would be waived. Opinion, p. 10, fn. 5. Nothing in Ms. 

Loginsky’s e-mail suggests a waiver of work product. The fact that she 

reminded WAPA’s constituent member attorneys that their 

communications about the Nissen briefing would be “public records” has 

no bearing on whether those communications would be public records that 

were exempt work product. The County has never claimed its work product 

records in Nissen were not “public records” as broadly defined in the PRA. 

RCW 42.56.010 (3). It identified them as such on its extensive exemption 

logs. Rather, the County has consistently claimed that work product 

contained within these public records is exempt from disclosure. 

In sum, the Court of Appeals was correct to hold the County 

properly claimed records reflecting its attorneys’ litigation strategy, mental 

impressions, and legal opinions in Nissen were exempt work product. The 

court’s opinion carefully followed the analysis set forth by this Court in 

Allphin to conclude the County did not commit a waiver. Thus, even if the 

Court looks past WCOG’s failure to show any conflict between the Court 

of Appeals’ opinion and a prior decision of this Court, WCOG’s contention 

that the Court of Appeals erred is baseless. 
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C. The Court of Appeals’ Conclusion that the County’s Exemption 
Logs Satisfied the PRA is Consistent With this Court’s Prior 
Holdings 

Last, the Court of Appeals properly affirmed the trial court’s 

determination that the County’s exemption logs were adequate. Despite 

WCOG’s assertion, it again shows no conflict between the Court of 

Appeals’ opinion and this Court’s prior decisions in Sanders v. State, 169 

Wn.2d 827, 853, 240 P.3d 120 (2010), or Lakewood v. Koenig, 182 Wn.2d 

87, 343 P.3d (2014). 

When an agency withholds or redacts a record, the PRA merely 

requires the agency to “include a statement of the specific exemption 

authorizing the withholding of the record (or part) and a brief explanation 

of how the exemption applies to the record wittheld.” RCW 42.56.210 

(3)(emphasis added). The purpose of this “brief explanation” requirement 

is to inform a requestor why a record is being withheld and to allow for 

meaningful judicial review.  Lakewood, 182 Wn.2d at 94. 

Again, the exemption at issue is work product, which includes both 

factual information that is collected or gathered by an attorney in 

anticipation of litigation and an attorney’s legal research, theories, opinions, 

and conclusions.  Limstrom v. Ladenburg, 136 Wn.2d 595, 605-06, 963 P.2d 

869 (1998). Mindful of this nuance, the County’s logs provided specific 

explanations as to what type of work product each exempt record included. 
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CP 571-632.10 The County’s logs also identified each record’s author and 

recipient and a description of the record, unless this information was clear 

on the face of the record itself (i.e., redacted copies of e-mails which showed 

this information). Id. 

Once again, in the trial court WCOG did not identify specific log 

entries it was challenging, but it argued in a general fashion that the County 

was required to explicitly invoke the common interest doctrine in 

connection with any work product exemptions it was claiming in documents 

that had been shared with Lindquist, WAPA, WSAMA, and/or Public 

Employees. Further, WCOG asserted the County was required to state in its 

exemption “(i) that a common interest agreement was made, (ii) the nature 

of the common interest and the scope of the agreement, and (iii) the identity 

of other parties to the agreement.” CP 2019. The lower courts correctly 

rejected this contention. 

As explained above, non-waiver is not an element of work product 

or any other privilege or exemption. The brief explanation requirement 

therefor does not require a party to affirmatively state that a privilege or 

exemption has not been waived. If waiver is asserted, Allphin holds that 

waiver of work product does not occur unless a party discloses it “to a third 

                                                 
10 An excerpt from the County’s exemption logs is attached as Appendix C. 
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party in a manner creating a significant likelihood that an adversary will 

obtain the information.” Allphin, 190 Wn.2d at 700. While the parties in 

Allphin were aligned such that they could properly be characterized as 

having a common interest, this Court’s opinion did not invoke the common 

interest doctrine in its analysis whatsoever. WCOG’s claim that the County 

was required to invoke the doctrine to explain the exemption is thus 

misguided. 

Even if the common interest doctrine were needed to explain the 

non-waiver of work product here, the County was not required to provide 

the detailed information in its exemption logs claimed by WCOG. The 

common interest doctrine is not an independent privilege, but is instead 

“merely an exception to waiver of privilege.”  Sanders, 169 Wn.2d at 853. 

Consistent with this Court’s reasoning in Sanders, in the unpublished 

portion of the Court of Appeals’ decision in Allphin, it rejected the precise 

argument being made by WCOG here.11 Because Sanders recognizes that 

                                                 
11 “Given that the common interest doctrine is merely a common law exception to 

waiver and not a separate exemption, the County’s explanation that the e-mails were ‘work 
product’ was sufficient to explain why the County was withholding them.  Between this 
explanation and the County’s description of each e-mail’s contents, we conclude the 
County’s exemption logs were adequate.” Kittitas County v. Allphin, 2016 Wash. App. 
LEXIS 1895, ***28-29 (2016)(unpublished decision, see GR 14.1(a)). For the Court’s 
reference, a copy of both the published and unpublished portions of the Court of Appeals’ 
opinion in Allphin is attached as Appendix D. 
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the common interest doctrine is an exception to waiver and not an 

exemption, it supports the County’s position, not that of WCOG. 

WCOG’s assertion that the Court of Appeals’ decision conflicts 

with Lakewood is also wrong. In Lakewood, this Court addressed the 

adequacy of a city’s exemption logs where it redacted drivers’ license 

numbers and dates of birth from certain police records. Lakewood, 182 

Wn.2d at 96-97. Lakewood did not involve the common interest doctrine, 

the work product doctrine, or any claim that a privilege or exemption had 

been waived. As a general proposition, Lakewood held the inquiry the court 

makes in determining whether the brief explanation requirement is satisfied 

is not whether the agency has provided a correct response to a records 

request, but “whether it provided sufficient explanatory information for 

requestors to determine whether the exemptions were properly invoked.” 

Id. at 97.  

Here, the County’s exemption logs explained how each record 

withheld or redacted was work product. As evidenced by its arguments in 

this litigation, WCOG had sufficient information to challenge the County’s 

exemption as incorrect based upon a claim of waiver. This is the only brief 

explanation required by the PRA. RCW 42.56.210 (3). Accordingly, there 

also is no conflict between Lakewood and the Court of Appeals’ decision. 



IV. CONCLUSION 

The unpublished decision of the Court of Appeals is consistent with 

prior case law of this Court and all divisions of the Court of Appeals. 

Because WCOG has failed to satisfy the criteria of RAP 13 .4 (b ), the Court 

should deny its petition. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21l/.day of May, 2019. 

FREIMUND JACKSON & TARDIF, PLLC 

OHN R. NICHOLSON, WSBA #30499 
Special Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Attorneys for Respondent Pierce County 
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Filed 
Washington State 
Court of Appeals 

Division Two 

February 20, 2019 

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DIVISION II 

WASHINGTON COALITION FOR OPEN 
GOVERNMENT, 

Appellant, 

v. 

PIERCE COUNTY, 

Respondent. 

No. 50718-8-II 

UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

LEE, J. -The Washington Coalition for Open Government (WCOG) appeals the superior 

court's order dismissing its Public Records Act (PRA) claim against Pierce County. WCOG 

argues that the County improperly redacted hundreds of responsive documents that were not 

exempt from disclosure under the PRA. WCOG also challenges the adequacy of the County's 

exemption logs and claims that the County violated the PRA by not providing for electronic 

transmittal of the requested documents. 

We hold that the County met its burden of establishing that the work product privilege 

exemption applied to the redacted documents. We also hold that the County's exemption logs 

were adequate and that the County did not violate the PRA by refusing to transmit the requested 

documents electronically. Because we hold that the County did not violate the PRA, we affirm. 
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FACTS 

A. THE NISSEN LITIGATION 

In 2011, Glenda Nissen, a Pierce County Sheriffs detective, filed a complaint against 

Pierce County for disclosure of public records. Her request sought records that Pierce County 

Prosecutor Mark Lindquist had generated on his private cell phone. 

The Nissen case was eventually heard by the Washington Supreme Court. Nissen v. Pierce 

County, 183 Wn.2d 863, 888, 357 P.3d 45 (2015). There, the County argued that Lindquist's 

private cell phone records were exempt from disclosure under the PRA. Several organizations 

appeared as amicus curiae on behalf of the County, including the Washington Association of 

Prosecuting Attorneys (WAPA) and the Washington State Association of Municipal Attorneys 

(WAMA). Like the County, WAPA and WAMA argued that Lindquist's private cell phone 

records were outside the scope of the PRA. Lindquist also personally intervened in the Nissen 

case. Lindquist argued that disclosure of his private cell phone records would constitute an 

unlawful search and seizure of his personal property. 

Our Supreme Court rejected these arguments. Id. The court held that the records an agency 

employee prepares, owns, uses, or retains on a private cell phone within the scope of employment 

can constitute public records under the PRA. Id. 

B. WCOG's PRA REQUEST 

WCOG appeared as an amici curiae and supported Nissen's position in the Nissen case. 

Id. at 868. While the Nissen litigation was still pending before the Washington Supreme Court, 

WCOG sent the County a request for public records in April 2015. WCOG requested the 

following: 

2 
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(a) All correspondence, including email, between the County and Mr. Lindquist, 
other agencies, other public officials, and/or amicus organizations relating to the 
Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County litigation; 

(b) All records discussing the conflict of interest between the County and Mr. 
Lindquist in the Glenda Nissen v. Pierce Co1mty litigation, including any waiver or 
other resolution of such conflict; 

( c) All records, including correspondence, agreements and invoices, relating to the 
retention of any private attorneys to represent Pierce County in the Glenda Nissen 
v. Pierce County litigation; and 

( d) All records of litigation decisions being made for Pierce County as the 
defendant in the Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County litigation, specifically including 
but not limited to, records indicating which person(s) are making litigation 
decisions for the County in the Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County litigation in light 
of Mr. Lindquist's status as a separate party to that litigation. 

Clerk's Papers (CP) at 2645. 

WCOG "insist[ ed]" that the County respond to its request either by email or internet 

transfer service. CP at 2646. WCOG instructed the County: "DO NOT SEND ME 

CORRESPONDENCE OR RECORDS BY SNAIL MAIL." CP at 2646 ( emphasis in original). 

The County sent WCOG a responsive letter by regular mail on April 8. In its letter, the 

County explained that it did not release responsive public records "through untried or potentially 

unreliable internet transfer services." CP at 2648. The County also explained that it would not 

communicate through email "because there [was] no guarantee of timely receipt of emails from 

external senders due to multiple spam filters" outside its control. CP at 2648. The County 

estimated that the first installment of responsive records would be available to WCOG in four 

weeks. 

3 
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On April 17, WCOG emailed the County and objected to its refusal to correspond through 

email. WCOG emailed the County two days later and expanded its request to include: 

( e) All records, including correspondence, email, notes, drafts and word processing 
files, relating in any way to the amicus briefs filed by the Pierce County Prosecuting 
Attorneys' Association in the Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County litigation. 

CP at 2651. 

The County responded to WCOG's expanded records request by a letter dated April 24. 

The County informed WCOG that it had expanded the records search per WCOG's request and it 

estimated that the first installment would be available on May 6. 

On April 27, WCOG emailed the County and again objected to communication by regular 

mail, rather than email. WCOG instructed the Co1mty to notify WCOG by email "when at least 

the portion of the records" identified in its April 17 letter would be provided. CP at 2655. 

The County responded by regular mail on May 5. The County informed WCOG that it 

required an additional three days to provide the responsive records due to "unforeseen 

circumstances, to include multiple communications to and from [WCOG]." CP at 2657. 

On May 11, the County informed WCOG by regular mail that the first installment of 

records was available. The County identified 533 pages responsive to WCOG's request, but 

informed WCOG that "a good number of these pages" had been fully redacted. CP at 2659. The 

County informed WCOG that the cost for copying and delivering the records was $88.65. The 

County offered to omit the fully redacted pages from release and to recalculate the cost excluding 

the redacted pages. The County also provided an exemption log explaining that the redacted pages 

were exempt as work product. The brief explanation for each of the redacted pages stated: 

4 
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RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash. App. 221 (2009) I 
Work Product - Mental Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted 
material in prosecutor file contains mental impressions, legal opinions, legal 
research generated by or for an attorney. 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce Co1mty, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I 
Work Product Document I Redacted or exempted material within prosecutor's file 
are documents gathered by an attorney and legal staff in anticipation of actual 
litigation in State v. Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County, Thurston County Superior 
Court No. 11-2-02312-2, Washington Supreme Court 908753 and 871876, Court 
of Appeals II 448521. 

CP at 2660-63. 

WCOG responded by email on May 14. WCOG claimed that the exemptions were 

improper because they did not contain adequate description of the claimed exemption. The County 

did not respond to WCOG's email. On July I, WCOG sent the County an email notifying the 

Co1mty that it would be sending a check for $88.65 "under protest." CP at 2665. 

On July 9, the County sent WCOG another letter by regular mail. The letter explained that 

the County had sent WCOG the 72 pages that had not been fully redacted. The County returned 

WCOG's check and informed WCOG that it would send the 461 pages of fully redacted records 

upon request. WCOG requested the remaining 461 pages by email on July 15. 

On August 10, the County informed WCOG by regular mail that the second installment of 

responsive records was ready. The County also included an exemption log for this installment, 

which identified hundreds of pages of responsive records as work product. The exemption logs 

contained the following brief explanations: 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I 
Work Product - Mental Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted 
material in prosecutor file contains mental impressions, legal opinions, legal 
research generated by or for an attorney. 

5 
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RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Sanders v. State of Washington, 169 W. 2d 827 (2010) I 
Work Product Document - Common interest I Redacted or exempted material in 
prosecutor records contain confidential communications from multiple parties 
pertaining to their common claim or defense, these communications remain 
privileged as to those outside their group. 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I 
Work Product Document I Redacted or exempted material within prosecutor's file 
are documents gathered by an attorney and legal staff in anticipation of actual 
litigation in State v. Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County, Thurston County Superior 
Court No. 11-2-02312-2, Washington Supreme Court 908753 and 871876, Court 
of Appeals II 448521. 

CP at 2674. 

WCOG responded by email on August 13. WCOG claimed that the County's brief 

explanation was inadequate because the County could not claim work product for communications 

with other parties and amicus groups in the Nissen litigation. 

The County responded to WCOG's email by letter dated August 20. In its letter, the County 

called WCOG's August 13 email "factually and legally baseless." CP at 2679. 

WCOG attempted to email the County on August 31. However, the County's public 

records officer had retired, and her email account was deactivated. WCOG re-sent its August 31 

email to another County employee on October 19, who forwarded the email to the County's new 

public records officer that day. The County informed WCOG that the error evidenced why email 

is not always the best way to ensure a paiiy receives communication. 

WCOG sent the County a letter by email on October 19. WCOG's letter detailed the 

history of its PRA request, including its communication with the County. WCOG again challenged 

6 
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the adequacy of the County's exemption logs, and WCOG again claimed that the County had 

violated the PRA by refusing to communicate through email. 

The County responded by regular mail on October 23. The C01mty offered to scan the 

paper documents and copy them to a CD at a cost of $.84 per minute. The CD would then be sent 

to WCOG by regular mail. WCOG declined this offer by email on November 19. 

The County notified WCOG by regular mail on December 2 that information regarding the 

third installment would be ready in two weeks. Again, the County offered to provide the 

responsive records in the second installment by CD. WCOG sent the County a check to receive 

the second installment by CD, which the County provided. 

On December 14, WCOG filed a complaint for violations of the PRA. WCOG alleged that 

the County had (1) improperly withheld records subject to disclosure, (2) failed to provide a brief 

explanation explaining how the County's claimed exemption applied to the redacted records, and 

(3) violated its duty to provide the " 'fullest assistance' " when it refused to communicate with 

WCOG through email. CP at 2709. WCOG claimed that the records were improperly withheld 

because the County waived its work product privilege when it shared the documents with Lindquist 

and the amicus groups involved in the Nissen litigation. 

After WCOG filed its complaint, the County continued to send WCOG's installments of 

responsive records. The County released the sixth installment on May 13, 2016. At that time, the 

County informed WCOG that it had changed its policy on the use of internet transfer services and 

began providing the responsive records electronically. 

In June, the superior court issued a ruling in favor of the County on the merits ofWCOG's 

PRA complaint. The superior court ruled that the County did not violate the PRA by refusing to 

7 
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allow electronic transmittal of documents. The superior court further ruled that the County had 

not waived its work product privilege by disclosing the requested documents to Lindquist and the 

amicus groups. And the superior court ruled that the County's brief explanation of the work 

product exemption in its exemption logs was adequate under the PRA. 

WCOG appeals. 

ANALYSIS 

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

We review de novo agency action taken or challenged under the PRA. RCW 

42.56.550(3) 1
; Resident Action Council v. Seattle Haus. Auth., 177 Wn.2d 417,428, 327 P.3d 600 

(2013 ). An agency bears the burden of establishing that an exemption to production applies under 

the PRA.2 Id.. 

1 RCW 42.56.550 has been amended since the events of this case transpired. However, the 
amendments do not materially affect the statutory language relied on by this court. Accordingly, 
we refrain from including "former" before RCW 42.56.550. 

2 WCOG claims that the superior court improperly shifted the burden of proof in its ruling. 
However, WCOG acknowledges that the superior court's ruling is "immaterial" because this 
court's review is de novo. Br. of Appellant 23. Therefore, we do not consider this alleged error. 

8 
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B. W AIYER OF WORK PRODUCT PROTECTION3 

In response to WCOG's PRA request, the Cotmty claimed that hundreds of drafts, draft 

pleadings, handwritten notes, legal research, and correspondence related to the Nissen litigation 

were exempt from production as work product. As such, the County redacted these 

commtmications and documents either in part or in full in its response to WCOG's PRA request. 

WCOG argues that these documents were improperly redacted because the County waived its work 

product protection when it shared the documents with various amicus groups and Lindquist, who 

had personally intervened in the Nissen case. We disagree. 

"The primary purpose of the PRA is to provide broad access to public records to ensure 

government accountability." City of Lakewood v. Koenig, 182 Wn.2d 87, 93,343 P.3d 335 (2014). 

Under the PRA, an agency must disclose responsive public records "unless the record falls within 

the specific exemptions of [the PRA] ... or other statute." RCW 42.56.070(1).4 "[C]ommonly 

referred to as the 'controversy exception,' " RCW 42.56.290 exempts records from disclosure 

under the PRA if they " 'would not be available to another party under the rules of pretrial 

discovery for causes pending in the superior courts.' " Kittitas County v. Allphin, 190 Wn.2d 691, 

3 The County argues that WCOG's lawsuit was premature under Hobbs v. Washington State 
Auditor's Qfjice, 183 Wn. App. 925, 335 P.3d 1004 (2014). WCOG and the County filed 
competing motions for summary judgment on this issue below. The superior court granted 
WCOG's motion for partial summary judgment on standing and denied the County's motion for 
summary judgment based on Hobbs. The County never appealed this order. The County also 
never filed a cross-appeal in this case. Therefore, we do not consider the County's argument based 
on Hobbs. 

4 RCW 42.56.070 has been amended since the events of this case transpired. However, the 
amendments do not materially affect the statutory relied on by this court. Accordingly, we refrain 
from including the word "former" before RCW 42.56.070. 

9 
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701, 416 P.3d 1232 (2018) (quoting RCW 42.56.290) (citing Soter v.Cowles Publ'g Co., 162 

Wn.2d 716, 732, 174 P.3d 60 (2007) (plurality opinion)). 

Here, the County claimed that hundreds of redacted documents qualified as work product 

under CR 26(b )( 4), and, therefore, were exempt from disclosure under the controversy exception 

of RCW 42.56.290. The work product doctrine "protect[s] against disclosure of the mental 

impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a 

party concerning the litigation." CR 26(b)(4). Thus, the doctrine only applies to materials 

prepared in anticipation of completed, existing, or reasonably anticipated litigation. Allphin, 190 

Wn.2d at 704. "When creating work product in anticipation of litigation, 'there is no distinction 

between attorney and nonattorney work product.' " Id. ( quoting Heidebrink v. Moriwaki, I 04 

Wn.2d 392,396, 706 P.2d 212 (1985)). 

WCOG argues that the County waived its work product protection in these documents 

when it shared them with third parties. 5 WCOG does not identify every document it believes the 

County improperly redacted, but instead, identifies "examples" of documents it believes that the 

County improperly redacted.6 Br. of Appellant at 26. And WCOG appears to argue, based on 

5 At oral argument, WCOG argued that the County knew that it was waiving the work product 
privilege because it had received an email from Pam Loginski stating that sharing the documents 
would waive any privilege. Wash. Court of Appeals oral argument, Washington Coalition for 
Open Government v. Pierce County, No. 50718-8-II (Jan. 10, 2019), at 2 min., 55 sec. to 3 min., 
20 sec. (on file with court). The record fails to support WCOG's argument. The record contains 
an email from Pam Loginski to her client, W APA member attorneys, discussing her Nissen brief 
and reminding the WAPA member attorneys that their responses to her email are public records. 

6 WCOG assigns error to the superior court's conclusion that WCOG had failed to identify specific 
records that it believed had lost their work product privilege because they were shared. However, 
even WCOG admits that it merely provided "examples" of the records it believed the County had 

10 
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these examples, that the County waived its work product protection in every document that it 

shared with Lindquist and the amicus groups in the Nissen litigation. 

WCOG's argument confuses waiver under the work product doctrine with waiver of 

attorney-client privilege. WCOG narrowly focuses its argument on the applicability of the 

common interest doctrine, an exception to the general rule that voluntary disclosure of privileged 

attorney-client or work product communications to a third party waives privilege. But WCOG 

fails to distinguish between waiver of work product privilege and attorney-client privilege, and it 

fails to analyze whether the County waived its work product privilege to begin with. 

" '[W]hile the mere showing of a voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally 

suffice to show waiver of the attorney-client privilege, it should not suffice in itself for waiver of 

the work product privilege.'" Allphin, 190 Wn.2d at 710 (quoting Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., 642 F.2d 

1285, 1299). A party only waives its work product privilege when" 'the client, the client's lawyer, 

or another authorized agent of the client ... discloses the material to third persons in circumstances 

in which there is a significant likelihood that an adversary or potential adversary in anticipated 

litigation will obtain it.' " Id. at 708 (quoting RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE LAW GOVERNING 

LAWYERS§ 91(4) (AM. LAW INST. 2000)). The work product doctrine protects the efforts of an 

attorney, and those who assist that attorney, from disclosure to a litigation adversary. Id at 709. 

The attorney-client privilege, by contrast, safeguards confidentiality of communications between 

an attorney and client. Id. 

improperly redacted. Br. of Appellant at 26. Because our review is de novo, we need not review 
the factual and legal conclusions of the superior court. 

11 
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The work product doctrine allows parties to share work product in certain contexts without 

waiving the accompanying protections of the work product doctrine. Id. at 712. "A party can share 

work product with coparties and others who are similarly aligned on a matter of common interests 

because such parties are unlikely to disclose work product to adversaries." Id. 

WCOG fails to show that the County's disclosure of work product to the amicus groups in 

the Nissen litigation created a significant likelihood that an adversary or potential adversary in the 

Nissen case would obtain these documents. Instead, WCOG relies on In re Pacific Pictures Corp., 

679 F.3d 1121, 1129 (9th Cir. 2012), to argue that a shared desire for the same outcome in a legal 

matter was insufficient to create a common interest agreement between the County, Lindquist, and 

the amicus groups in the Nissen litigation. 

In Pacific Pictures, the court stated that a shared desire to see the same outcome in a legal 

matter is not sufficient for communication between two parties to fall under the "common interest" 

or "joint defense" exception to waiver of attorney client privilege. 679 F.3d at 1129 (explaining 

that the common interest or joint defense rule is an exception to the ordinary waiver rules designed 

to allow attorneys representing different clients in pursuit of common legal strategies to 

communicate with one another). Thus, Pacific Pictures is inapplicable because that case involved 

waiver of the attorney-client privilege, not the work product doctrine. 

WCOG also relies on the absence of a formal agreement between the County, Lindquist 

and the amicus groups to argue that the County waived its work product protections. However, 

parties do not need a written agreement to maintain confidentiality in order for the work product 

protection to apply. Allphin, 190 Wn.2d at 713. "Instead, a reasonable expectation of 

12 
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confidentiality may derive from common litigation interests between the disclosing party and the 

recipient." Id. 

The record shows that the County disclosed its work product to Lindquist, WAI' A, and the 

W AMA and that they all shared a common litigation interest with the County. Like the County, 

Lindquist and the amicus groups argued that text messages on Lindquist's private cellphone were 

not subject to disclosure 1mder the PRA. Because the County, Lindquist, and the amicus groups 

were similarly aligned on a matter of common interest in the Nissen litigation, the County had a 

reasonable expectation of confidentiality in sharing its work product with the amicus groups and 

Lindquist. WCOG fails to show that disclosure of work product to similarly aligned amicus groups 

created a significant likelihood that the County's adversary (Nissen) would obtain these 

documents. 

WCOG also argues that the County waived its work product privilege by disclosing certain 

documents to Lindquist because Lindquist personally intervened in the Nissen litigation. 

However, WCOG fails to acknowledge that Lindquist and the County shared common litigation 

interests in Nissen, as both argued that records on Lindquist's private cellphone were not subject 

to PRA disclosure. And WCOG provides no authority to support its assertion that Lindquist 

became an adverse party to the County simply because he personally intervened in the Nissen 

litigation. WCOG similarly fails to provide any support for its claim that Lindquist and the County 

were adversaries in the Nissen litigation because they had a conflict of interest. 

Thus, the County did not waive its work product protection by sharing the redacted 

documents with the amicus groups and Lindquist in the Nissen litigation. The County's claimed 

13 
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exemptions were proper under RCW 42.56.290 and CR 26(b)(4), and it did not violate the PRA 

by redacting the exempt records. 7 

C. ADEQUACY OF EXEMPTION LOGS 

Next, WCOG argues that the County's exemption logs failed to provide the brief 

explanation of how the work product exemption applied to the redacted records. We disagree. 

When an agency withholds or redacts records subject to a PRA disclosure, its response 

"shall include a statement of the specific exemption authorizing the withholding of the record ( or 

part) and a brief explanation of how the exemption applies to the record withheld." RCW 

42.56.210(3). The purpose of the brief explanation requirement is to inform the requestor why a 

document is being withheld and to provide for meaningful judicial review. Koenig, 182 Wn.2d at 

94. Thus, under RCW 42.56.210(3), an agency must identify " 'with particularity' the specific 

record or information being withheld and the specific exemption authorizing the withholding." Id. 

(internal quotation marks omitted) ( quoting Rental Haus. Ass 'n of Puget Sound v. City of Des 

Moines, 165 Wn.2d 525, 538, 199 P.3d 393 (2009)). Merely specifying the claimed exemption 

and identifying the withheld document's author, recipient, date of creation, aud broad subject 

matter is insufficient. See Sanders v. State, 169 Wn.2d 827,846,240 P.3d 120 (2010) (holding 

that identification of the document and the claimed exemption does not constitute a brief 

explanation under RCW 42.56.210(3)). 

7 WCOG also asks that we rule, in the alternative, that a party may not claim that records are 
exempt from disclosure under the PRA when one party is also the attorney for an adverse party in 
the same case. WCOG provides no case law to support this argument. Also, as explained above, 
nothing in the record shows that Lindquist was an adverse party to the County in this case. 
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Contrary to WCOG's claim, the County's exemption logs did not merely assert that the 

redacted records were work product. The County also provided a brief explanation that certain 

records constituted work product because they contained mental impressions, legal opinions, and 

legal researched generated by or for an attorney in the Nissen litigation. Some of the exemption 

logs also explained that the redacted materials were shared with other parties based on a common 

claim or defense in the Nissen litigation. The County provided WCOG with the following brief 

explanations in its exemption logs: 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I 
Work Product - Mental Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted material 
in prosecutor file contains mental impressions, legal opinions, legal research 
generated by or for an attorney. 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I 
Work Product Document I Redacted or exempted material within prosecutor's file 
are documents gathered by an attorney and legal staff in anticipation of achial 
litigation in State v. Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County, Thurston County Superior 
Court No. 11-2-02312-2, Washington Supreme Court 908753 and 871876, Court 
of Appeals II 448521. 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Sanders v. State of Washington, 169 W. 2d 827 (2010) I 
Work Product Document - Common interest I Redacted or exempted material in 
prosecutor records contain confidential communications from multiple parties 
pertaining to their common claim or defense, these communications remain 
privileged as to those outside their group. 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I 
Work Product Document I Redacted or exempted material within prosecutor's file 
are documents gathered by an attorney and legal staff in anticipation of actual 
litigation in State v. Glenda Nissen v. Pierce County, Thurston County Superior 

15 
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Court No. 11-2-02312-2, Washington Supreme Court 908753 and 871876, Court 
of Appeals II 448521. 

CP at 2660-63, 2674 

Nonetheless, WCOG argues that under Sanders, the County was required to (1) explain in 

writing that it had made a common interest agreement with the other parties in the Nissen litigation, 

(2) identify the scope of that agreement, and (3) identify all other parties to that common interest 

agreement. Sanders imposes no such requirements. 

In Sanders, our Supreme Court held that merely identifying a document and the claimed 

exemption did not constitute a "brief explanation" under RCW 42.56.210(3). 169 Wn.2d at 846. 

An agency withholding or redacting records under RCW 42.56.210(3) must "specify the 

exemption and give a brief explanation of how the exemption applies to the document." Id. 

( emphasis in original). However, the Sanders court explained that the common interest doctrine 

is not one of the enumerated PRA exemptions. Id. at 853. It "is merely an exception to waiver." 

Id. at 854. Because the common interest doctrine is not one of the enumerated PRA exemptions, 

the County was not required to specify in the detail WCOG argues as to how the common interest 

doctrine applied to the redacted records in its brief explanation under RCW 42.56.210(3). See Id. 

at 853. 

Also, even if such a detailed explanation is required when an agency waives its work 

product privilege, as explained above, the County did not waive its work product privilege by 

sharing the redacted documents with Lindquist and the amicus parties. Thus, we hold that the 

County did not violate the PRA by failing to explain in detail in its exemption logs how an 

exception to the waiver of a claimed exemption applied to the redacted records. 

16 
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D. FAILURE TO PRODUCE ELECTRONIC RECORDS 

WCOG also argues that the County violated the PRA because it failed to adopt and enforce 

rules allowing for electronic dissemination of public records. 8 WCOG also claims that the County 

violated the PRA by communicating with WCOG through regular mail, rather than by email. We 

disagree. 

Under RCW 42.56. l 00 "[a]gencies shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules and 

regulations ... consonant with the intent of this chapter to provide full public access to public 

records ... Such rules and regulations shall provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers and the 

most timely possible action on requests for information." However, "[n]othing in the PRA 

obligates an agency to disclose records electronically." .Mitchell v. Washington State Dep't of 

Corr., 164 Wn. App. 597, 606, 277 P.3d 670 (2011). WCOG cites no authority to the contrary. 

WCOG also cites to no authority holding that an agency must communicate through email upon 

request. 

Instead, WCOG relies on WAC 44-14-05001, model rules promulgated by the Attorney 

General for processing electronic records requests. Under the model rules, "an agency should 

provide electronic records in an electronic format ifrequested in that format, if it is reasonable and 

feasible to do so." WAC 44-14-0500 I. While the model rules provide useful guidance to agencies, 

they are not binding. Mitchell, 164 Wn. App. at 606; Mechling v. City of Monroe, 152 Wn. App. 

8 At oral argument, WCOG expanded its argument by claiming the County failed to adopt any 
rules for responding to PRA requests. Wash. Court of Appeals oral argument, supra, at 11 min., 
55 sec. to 12 min., 16 sec. However, in its briefing, WCOG references the "County's 2007 rules," 
which required requestors to provide an email address. Br. of Appellant at 47. Thus, WCOG's 
own briefing undermines its attempt to broaden its claim during oral argument that the County 
failed to adopt any rules for responding to PRA requests. 
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830, 849, 222 P.3d 808 (2009), review denied, 169 Wn.2d 1007 (2010). Thus, WCOG fails to 

show that the County violated the PRA when it failed to adopt the model mies promulgated by the 

Attorney General. 

E. ATTORNEY FEES 

WCOG requests attorney fees if it prevails on appeal under RAP 18.1. Br. of Appellant at 

50. Because WCOG does not prevail on appeal, we decline to impose attorney fees. 

CONCLUSION 

We hold that the County met its burden of establishing that the work product privilege 

exemption applied to the redacted documents. We also hold that the County's exemption logs 

were adequate and that the County did not violate the PRA by refusing to transmit the requested 

documents electronically. Because we hold that the County did not violate the PRA, we affirm. 

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 2.06.040, 

it is so ordered. 

-ifi.,,,...· r 
L ,J. 

We concur: 

l'l""~~,-c)--

c~.lt-----'''~J i --
Maxa, C.J. 
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Jonathon Ln<!kJ 
Court CommisBloner 

Nathnn Kortokrax, 
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This matter came before the Court for a merits hearing set by the Court for April 21, 
2017. 

The Court considered oral argument and the pleadings, including the declarations and 
exhibits on file. The hearing was based on affidavits as allowed by RCW 42.56.550(3). 
At the merits hearing, the Court considered several issues, including: 

(1) whether to sustain evidentiary objections regarding some of Plaintiff's declarations; 
(2) whether the duty to offer "fullest assistance" was violated because the first installments 

were produced by mail and not electronically and because there is not an agency policy 
providing for electronic submissions; 

(3) whether the exemptions cited by Pierce County were applicable; and 
( 4) whether the exemption logs were inadequate based upon the argument that the 

description lacked specificity. 

The Court now issues a decision in favor of Pierce County on the merits. 
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1. Evidentiary Objections to the Plaintiff's Declarations 

As a threshold matter, Pierce County challenges the admissibility of declarations by 
attorneys Arthur Lackman and James Smith, and to numerous exhibits that allegedly are based 
on lack of relevance and hearsay. Regarding the attorney declarations, this Court holds that they 
contain improper expert testimony on legal conclusions. This Court will not consider such 
expert opinions contained within the declarations. Bell v. State, 14 7 Wn.2d 166, 179 (2002) 
(holding that expert testimony on legal issues is not admissible). 

Regarding the objections to the exhibits, the Court has reviewed the exhibits and they are 
not stricken. Pierce County's objection was too broad and unspecific for this Court meaningfully 
to apply, consisting of a two-sentence objection to 28 documents. However, this Court is aware 
of the rules of evidence and has considered all of the declarations and exhibits in light of 
admissibility standards and the Court's ruling above. 

2. Duty of Fullest Assistance 

The Plaintiff argues that Pierce County violated the Public Records Act (PRA) by not 
having a policy to a1low electronic transmittal of documents !11ld by not, in fact, providing 
electronic documents. The facts regarding this argument are essentially uncontested. The Court 
does not find the Plaintiff's argument persuasive. 
Under RCW 42.56.100: 

Agencies shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules !11ld regulations .. , oonson!l1lt with the 
intent of [the PRA] to provide foll public access to public records .... Such rules and 
regulations shall provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers and the most timely 
possible action on requests for information." 

The agency bears the burden of proof under this statute. Neighborhood Alliance of 
Spokane Co. v. County of Spokane, 172 Wn.2d 702, 715 (2011). 

In this case, the first installments were provided by mail, but later and ongoing 
installments are being provided electronically due new technology that Pierce County 
implemented during its response period. There is no showing here 1hat the Plaintiff was actually 
denied access to records because they were supplied by mail. This Court finds that the method 
of supplying records did not violate the PRA. 

The parties disagree on whelher there ·is an independent cause of action for a County's 
failure to adopt rules and regulations under the PRA. Pierce County believes that the only 
appropriate remedy for such a violation is !111 injunction, but it cites only an unpublished case for 
this proposition. 

The Plaintiff cites two cases for the proposition that the PRA is violated if an agency does 
not adopt or enforce rules under RCW 42.5 6.100 - Kleven v. Des Moines, 111 Wn, App. 284, 
296-97 (2002); aiidACLUv. Blaine School Dist., 86 Wn. App. 688,695 (1997). Those cases are 

2 
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inapposite. The record in Klevin contained no information to show that the City had not adopted 
or enforced rules and regulations, and so the Court of Appeals did not address that issue. 
Further, ACLU involves a case in which a school district refused to mail documents to a 
requestor who was located over 100 miles away. That refusal had a practical effect of making it 
very difficult or impossible to obtain the responsive documents. That has not been demonstrated 
here, although some inconvenience and extra expense is alleged. 

This Court does not find any authority holding that the PRA is violated based on failure 
to adopt rules allowing electronic transmittal of responsive documents. This is particularly true 
under the facts of this case, in which documents are in fact being transmitted electronically now. 

Further, the very facts of this case demonstrate why electronic submission of documents 
under the PRA can be problematic. In the middle of responding to this request, the original 
1·ecords officer retired and another records officer took over the project. The requestor continued 
to send emails to the first records officer's work email address, which was inactive. The 
messages did not get to the correct person. Electronic communications regarding PRA requests 
and responses are not necessarily more reliable or convenient than using the U.S. mail. 

3, Applicability of Exemption 

The next issue is whether tl1e exemption cited is legally appropriate. This Comt finds 
that it was. 

Pierce County argues that this Comt should not address this issue because it is premature 
to do so. The documents responsive to the request have not all been provided yet, as ongoing 
responsive batches Ell'e forthcoming. In Hobbs v. State, the Court of Appeals held that a PRA 
lawsuit was prematme when it was filed after the first installment, but when future installments 
were still outstanding. 183 Wn. App. 925, 936-37 (2014). In that case, the Court held that there 
was no "final agency action" because the Plaintiff's request was not denied. This lawsuit is 
different. Pierce County has denied inspection of multiple records or portions of records and 
provided exemption logs. The agency takes a clear position that the exemptions are justified and 
the withheld documents will not be produced. This lawsuit is in response to final agency action, 
and it is not premature. 

This Court is not addressing any agency action or decisions made regardiog installments 
produced after the initiation of this litigation. 

The agency bears the burden "to establish that refusal to permit public inspection and 
copying in accordance with a statute that exempts or prohibits disclosure." R.CW 42.56.550(1). 
However, it is the Plaintiff's burden to prove the elements necessary to recovery. Adams v. 
Washington State Dept. of Corrections, 189 Wn. App. 925, 952 (2015). 

The issue here is whether the docU11lents arn subject to disclosure in light of the attorney 
work product privilege and the common interest doctrine. Generally, a party waives the attorney 
work product privilege if that party discloses documents to other persons with the intention that 
an adversary can see the documents. Limstrom v. Ladenburg, 110 Wn. App. 133, 145 (2002). 

3 
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"The 'common interest' doctrine provides that when multiple parties share confidential 
communications pertaining to their common claim or defense, the communications remain 
privileged as to those outside theh- group." Sanders v. State, 169 Wn.2d 827,853 (2010). "The 
common interest doctrine is an exception to the general rule that the voluntary disclosure of a 
privileged attorney client or work product communication to a third party waives the privilege." 
Kittitas Co. v. Allphin, 195 Wn.App. 355,368 (2016), review granted In part, 187 Wn.2d 1001 
(2017). 

The records at issue in this case are numerous, co11Sisting of over 9,000 pages. Many 
record.a were not disclosed, citing the work product privilege. The Plaintiff alleges in a generic 
way that the work product privilege does not apply because some or all of the documents were 
shared outside of the attorney-client relationship. Pierce County responds that sharing of any of 
those documents does not destroy the work product privilege because the common interest 
doctrine applies. 

Specifically, the Plaintiff alleges that giving documents to Lindquist and to the 
Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys and the Washington State Association of 
Municipal Attorneys, two amici in the Nissen litigation, 1 destroyed the work pmduct privilege. 
Pierce County argues that Lindquist and the associations were acting as joint defendants in the 
Nissen case, which may be implied from conduct. See Allphin, 195 Wn. App. at 359 (holding 
that no formal or written agreement is required for a corrunon interest to arise); United States v. 
Gonzales, 669 F.3d 974, 979 (9"' Cir. 2012) (holding that common interest can be implied from 
conduct and situation). 

Pierce County has met its burden to establish that a PRA exemption (work product 
privilege) applies to these documents. It is.not disputed that the work product privilege applies 
to these documents in a general sense. Further, ru1d significantly, the Plaintiff has failed to even 
identify which specific records are at issue that purportedly lost their work product privilege 
because they were shared. Additionally, this Court fmds that there was a common interest 
between Pierce County, its elected Prosecutor Lindquist, and the amici that received the 
documents in the context of the Nissen litigation. 

The final argument by the Plaintiff on this issue is that a conflict of interest destroys the 
common interest doctrine. The Plaintiff explains that no court has made such a legal ruling. 
This Court declines to issue a new statement of law, especially when the record is insufficiently 
developed to do so. 

4. Adequacy of Exemption Logs 

Finally, the Plaintiff asserts that the exemption logs are inadequate because they lack the 
specificity that Plaintiff asserts is required. This Court holds that they were adequate. 

An agency that withholds or redacts a record under the PRA must "include a statement of 
the specific exemption authorizing the withholding of the record ( or part) and a brief explanation 

1 Nissen v. Pierce County, Thurston County Superior Court Cause No. 11-2-02312-2; N/ssenv. Pierce County, 183 
Wn.2d 863 (2015). 
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of how the exemption applies to the record withheld." RCW 42.56.210(3), The Plaintiff takes 
issue with the specificity of the exemption logs, which state repeatedly: 

RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work 
Product - Mental Impressions/legal opil1io11S I Redacted or exempted material ill 
prosecutor file contains mental impressions, legal opinions, legal research generated by 
or for an attorney. 

Defendant's Brief and Declarations, Vol. 2, Ex, 34. The Plaintiff believes that the 
common interest doctrine should have been specifically invoked in the exemption logs. 

The common interest doctrine is part of the attorney-client privilege and the work product 
privilege, It is merely an exception to the typical rule that those privileges are waived when 
confidential communications are shared with parties outside of the attorney-client relationship. 
Sanders v. State, 169 Wn.2d 827, 853-54 (2010), The common interest doctrine is not an 
independent basis to withhold 01· redact PRA documents. The "exemption relied on" to withhold 
documents in this case was the work product privilege, That was adequately cited and explained 
in the redaction logs. Piel'Ce County did not violate its duty, 

In sho1t, this Court mies in favor of Pierce County on the merits of this case. The merits 
hearing did not involve a challenge to any particular document withheld or redacted. In the 
event that there are issues identified by the parties in their Joint Statement filed on November 17, 
2016, that remain m1resolved, the Plaintiff shall set a PRA scheduling conference after 
conferring with Defendant's counsel. 

The parties may present an order based on this Court's ruling by scheduling it for 
presentation on a civil motion calendar. 

Sincerely, 

C~h~ 
Superior Court Judge 

cc: Court File 

s 
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ma contelna m!!ll\el lmpresslona, legal opinion•, lagal rasearoh gen«ated b)' or for an 1. 
attom=•, 

Philip Talmadge RCW 42.66.290, CR26, Koenig v, Pierce County, 161 Wash.App, 221(2000) I Worl( Applies to 
Product- Menlal Impressions/legal oplnlolla I Redaoled or exempted material lnprosooutor mdacUon code 
file oontelns mentel Impressions, logal oplnlons, legal researoh 11aneJBled byorforan 1. 
allom"'', 

See Record ROW 42.66,200, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App.221(2000) J Work Applleato 
Product- Mental Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exampled mal!!llel In prosoculof redaellon code 
ffle contains mental lmpresslons, legal opll!lons, legal research generated by or reran 1. 
attoma", 

Unknown RCW 42.56.200, CR26, Kol!lllg v, Pl«oo County, 161 Waelh.App. 221(2009) I Work Applies to 
Produot - MBlltel Impressions/legal oplnlo11S I R«lacted orllXemp!ed matfnlal Jn prosecutor radacUon code 
ma conlelroa mental lmprooslons, legal oplnlona, higal rooearcll generated by or for an 1. 
aUom=•. 

Sea Record ROW 42.66,290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) [ Work Applies to 
Produi,t • Mantal Impressions/legal opinions I Redaclsd or exempted matarlal In proseculor redecllon code 
file contains men\el tmprooslo11s, legal opinions, legal resealllh generated by or/or an 1. 
~ttom"''· 

Unknown ROW 42.66,290, CR 26, Koenig v, Pleroe County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2000) I Work Applles to 
Product - Menlal I mpras.slons/legal opinions I Redacted or el'.l!mpled ma,..rlal In proseootor radacUon code 
m., contains menlal lmpressfona, legal oplnlons, legal researoh generated by or f[Jf an 1. 
attomev, 

Unknown ROW 42,66,290, CR20, Koenig v. PlercaC011nty, 151 Wasli.App.221(2009) J Wo1k Appllesto 
Produol - M0ntal lmpf""alons/legal opinions I Redacted ore~empled materlal In proeeoulor redar.:llonood11 
flha contalna mental lmpraa.alons, legal oplnlo113, legal research generated by or IOI" an 1. 
allomrn>. 
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~ A C C ' F 

] 
PRRe.1 .. Dale or Creation 

I 811mpP•u• (f11Deno1 .. w.,, 
•-'- Num~or ReeordT0 •a ~.., 

'77 WorkProdUG\ Augus\2013 

" X 270-261 Worlc Product August2013 

" X 282-310 Wo1kProduc\ 2013 

" X 311-316 WorkPIUdUd Ju1111201a 

" ~x 319-326 
X 326-341 Work Product May2013 

" X 342-.l57 Work Product May2013 

" X 358-419 Wo1kPro<lucl May2013 

" X 42D-422 Work Product May2013 

" X '" Work.Product June 26, 2014 

" X '" Work.Product Unknown 

" 

G 

Brief Deacrlplton 
of Record 

IJll/l ll<moto, Work 
Produol) 

Droll 

,., 

Omit 

,., 

°"' 
,., 

Oafl 

D•R 

Draft 

Handwritten Notes 

H 

AuU1or 
(an<lnt<11plflf111rrooord 
l&ooon"m111loaUon) 

(111111 t>onolo• Wort 
Pro<l\mtl 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unkoown 

~lchael Patterson 

Mldiael Patterson 

Michael Pallernon 

Michael PaUemon 

Dawn Farloo 

Phll!p folmadga 

Unknown 

I J 

Addlllonal 
Shrtute I D1111crlpllo11 of Eitempllon I How Exem-tlon Acpll"" lo Prosecutor Records klentllloatlon 
RCW 4.2.58.29D, CR26, Koenig v. PlercaCounly, 151 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Appllesto 
PJU<luct - Mental lmpresslo/lG/legal opinions I Redacted or exampled ma1o~al In proseoutor rec!acUon code 
fllo oo)l!afr,s mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal research gellftrated by or for an 1. 
attom=. 
ROW 42.66.290, CR28, Ko~nlg v. PJ8fceCounty, 151 Wash.App, 221(2000) I Work Applies to 
Product- Mon!al Impressions/legal opinions I Redaded orexempled material lnprmieculor red<1cUon code 
me contains mental lmprmslons, 1"9111 opinions, legal research generated by or for en 1, 
attome", 
RCW 42.66.280, CR 26, Ko6/llgv, Ploroo Counly, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Applle11to 
P1Uduot - Mental Impressions/legal oplnlol\5 I Redacted or exempted mateilal In pro,,ecul<Jr redaction coda 
ma contnlns mental Impressions, legal opinions, logal resaaroh generated by or for an 1. 
attom"", 
RCW 42,66,200, CR 26, Koenig v. Plercecounly, 161 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Appllesto 
PJO<luct Document I Redaeted or exempted material within pJ<>aoolto~aflle awdooumenls reda<>\loncode 
e,,therod by an attorney and legal atafl' In anticipation of aolual lllle,iilon In Stata v Glenda '· Nissen v. PJaror,Counly, Thurston CounlySupeJlorCourt No.11-2-02312-2, WashlJl(llon 
SunremeCourt 908763and 871876 Court ofA•-eals 11443621 

RCW 42.58.290, CR 26, Koenig v, Pierce County, 161 Wash.App.221(2009) I Work Appllooto 
Product - Mental lmpr"'lslonsllegal opinions I Redacted or exempted material ln prosecutor redacilon code 
Ole oontalns mental lmpreaslons, legal opinions, l,19111 msearch generated by or for an 1. 

""" ROW 42.56.29•, CR26, Koenig v. Pierce GoUnly, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) j Work Appll"'l lo 
Producl- Mantal Jmpresslom/legel opinions I Redacted orwcampted material In prrn,ecutor 1edacllon code 
ma contains manlat Impressions, legal opinions, legal research generated by or for an 1. 
attomav, 
RCW 42.66.200, CR21l, Koenlgv, Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(.2009) I W0<k Applies to 
Product• Mental Impressions/legal oplnlofls I Redacted or exempted malarial In prosecutor mdadlon code 
n1e contnlns mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal research generated by or for an 1, 
altorneu. 
RCW 42.66.200, OR2G, Koenig V, Pieroo County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) ] Work Ai>pllesto 
Product• Mental lmpres:,luri:,Jlegal opinions I l~e:,Jacted or EIXtlmpted malerlal In pro,,ealllor reda<>\lan oode 
file conlalns mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal researoh ganeraled by or for an 1, 
altomev, 
RCW 42.56.290, CR2G, Koenig v. Plercocouoly, 161 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Applies to 
Product- Mertal Impressions/legal opinions J Rsdaclad or exampled material In proseoutor redooUonood'a 
me contains mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal teSearch generated by or for 1111 ,. 
alto-~·. 
RGW 42.56.llOO, CR26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App.221(.2009} I Work ApplJ,..to 
Producl • Mental lmpresslon~llegaloplrilons I Redacted or exempted materlal In proaooulor mdoctloncode 
flle oontalns menlal Impressions, legal opinion,,, legal "'511arch genera.led by or for an 1. 
aUomev, 
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'- A 0 ' ' 

f PRRDot.. Dataorcreailon 

J Stamp Pogo (IHO.no1e,Wo,t 

'--'- .• Numbor RecllfdT"'• -· .,, Sllli!Reoord SeeReoortl 

'7 
X 426-440 Attachm,n,llo September2014 

page426 

" X 441 See Record See Record 

,. 
X 442-466 AHa.chmentto October 2014 

pege 441 

40 
X .., SooRorord Sao Record 

., 
X ~6B•4a3 Attachment to 2014 

page467 

., 
X 404 See Record See Reoord 

., 
X 4116-507 Attaol1ment!o "'" pega 404 

44 
X '"' See Record Soo Record 

4' 
X 50Q-633 Aliaohmentto Cotober20f4 

page50a 

40 

'"' 47 lnstallmonl 

G 

Br!efDea<:rlpllon 
of R<>cord 

l/fl//Oo,.,i.oWork 

Prnd110l) 
See Record 

o., 

Se&Racord 

D•ft 

See Record 

Dmft 

SeeReoord 

Daft 

SBe Ro:,cor<J 

Draft 

H 

Aillhor 
{•r<lroolpl•nlffreooro 
l&aoomm"nloallon) 
{II## Donot,,s Work 

Produoij 

See Record 

Dan Hamilton 

Se11Racord 

PhillpTalmadge 
Marl<. Lindquist 
Dan Hamilton 

See Record 

StewettEsles 

See Record 

Slewa1tEstes 

SeeRecoNI 

Philip Talmad11e 
Markllndqulet 
DanHnmlllon 

I ' 

Addltlonal 
Statute I Oesorlpllon of EKomptlon I How Exemption Applles to Prosecutor Records ldontlHcilllon 
RCW 42.66,290, CR20, Koenlov, Pl!lfCeCounly, 161 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Appllesti 
Product• Mental Impressions/legal oplnk:>n• ! Redaoled orexempled material In prosecutor redacUon code 
file contains menial Impressions, legal opinions, legal reseel>lh generaled by or for an ,. 
allom"". 
ROW 42.lm.200, CR 26, Koenig v. Pleroo County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Applies to 
Product• Men\QI lmpresslonsJlegal opinion:, I Redacted or exempted materiel In proseoul<lr redacU<>11 code 
filo contains mental Impressions, le~I opinions, legal fflaearch generated by or fur an ,. 
ollom"". 
ROW 42.66.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce Courtly, 161 Wash.App. 221(2000) I Work Applies to 
Produot. - MoJ>tallmpresslons/legal opinions I Rednoled or exemplod material In proaecutor rsdactloncode 
flle oonlalns n,911tal lmprasahms, legal opinions, legal researoh gonan,tod by or for an 1. 
allom"", 
RCW 42.86.290, CR 26, l«,enlg V, Pierce County, 161 Waah.App. 221(2000) I Work Appllooto 
Product• Menlell Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted malelinl In prosaculor redacllon code 
file 00fllal1111 mental lmprasslooo, legal oplnlons, legal research generated by or fur an 1. 
a1tome11. 
ROW 42.56.200, CR2tl, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wasl1,App. 221(2009) I Work Applies lo 
Product- Menlal lmpresslons/legal opinions I Redacledorexempled material In prOlleoutor redilcllon code 
nle contains mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal ras1111rch generated by or for an ,. 
altnrnev • 
ROW 42.66.200, CR.26, Koenlgv. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2000) I Work Applleslo 
Product- Manta I Impressions/legal opinions I Reda<>led oroxampted materlal In prosecutor radacllon code 
file conlalm moolal Impressions, legal opinions, legal research gooornted by or for an 1. 
e1tom1111 • 
RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllaslo 
Prodllm • Mortal Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted ma!er!el In prosecutor redacUon code 
file conlalna mental Impressions, le[IIII oplnlollS, logel research generated by or for an 1. 
allomev, 
RCW 42.56.200, CR 20, Koenig v. PleroeCo~rity, 151 Waah,App. 221{2000) I Work Appllasto 
Prodoot- Mental lmpresslons/legal opinion,, I Redected or exempted malerlal In prosecutor redacUonoode 
lile contains mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal r,,soarch genBJ1ded by wfor an 1. 
attomev. 
ROW 42.60.200, CR26, Koenig v. PleroeCcurity, 161 Wash.App. 221{2000) I Work Appllesto 
Pl<ldLict- Menial Impressions/legal opinion,, I Redaoted or l»iemp\ed malerlal In prosect1lor redac\lon code 
me oonlellns mental lmpress!om, legal opinions, legal tesllllrch generated by or fur an ,. 
auomov. 
ROW 42.68,lWO, CR26, Koenlgv. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Applies lo 
Product - Monie I lmpressiom/legal opinions I Redaclod or exempted materlal In pr011ecutor redaollon code 
file conlalns monhd lmprooalons, leg,ll opinions, legal research generated by 1>r for an ,. 
n1lomev. 
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I- A C D ' F 

1 
PRRBat .. Dateorcra01lon 

-1.l. BlompPooo C,JfO.n01 .. l'folk 
Ntunbor Re,ordTIIM p,.,~ttj 

X "' Soo- See Raoo«I 

.. 
X 636-661 A11aohmertlto 00/:16/14 

page534 

'" X '"' See Record See Record 

'" X 663-565 All!lohment to 10/2014 
Page 635 

01 
X '"' SeaRacord SooReCO(d 

" X t1a6-{;11 Attachment to 10107/14 
pagsli67 

" X 012-tlH Dra[t 10/2014 

'4 
X 620·621 Seo Record SeeRooold 

" X 622-630 Attaohnmntto 10/17/1"1-and 
page621 10/23114 .. 

X 631-632 Seo Record ScoRooord 

" X 63~-641 AUachmonllo 10122/14 
p.age630 

" 

G 

Brlof Desorlptron 
of Record 

(f/1/lOonot.oWotlc 
Produol) 

See Reoord 

Drall Pleadll'(I 

See Record 

Oraft Pleading 

See Record 

Draft Pleading 

Pleodlng 

Sea Record 

Draft Pleading 

Sae Re,oord 

DJa~PIDlldlng 

H ' J 

Author 
(•ndroolploollfrocord 

I& uom(fWnloo~on) 
(fffil O.,ot.o Work 

"'"""•Q 
See Record 

Philip Telmedge 
Merk Lindquist Dan 
Hamlilon 

SeaReoord 

Stewart Estes 
Dawn Farina 

See Record 

Stewart Estes 

PhlilpA. Talmadge 

See Record 

Dawn Farina 
Phll!p A. Talmadge 
Michael Patte~n 

See Record 

DawnFnrlna 
Phlllp A. Talmadge 
Michael Pallorson 

Add!llo1111l 
Sllltul<> I Description of Exompllon I How Exemption Appllas to Prosecutor Records ld<tntlDoallon 
ROW 42.56,200, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Applles lo 
Produot • Mental lmpresslons.llegal opinions I Redacted or&xempled 111aterial In Pftllieoulor redaction code 
Ol1>oontalns mentill Impressions, legal opinions, legal research generated by or for en 1. 
attom"", 
ROW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koenig v. PlerceCouoty, 151 Wash.App. 221(200e) j Work Appllesto 
Prot!uot- Mental Impressions/legal opln\::,ns I RtlOOctod or exempted material In prosaculor ll!daoUoo code 
me contains man!Bl Impressions, legal opinions, legal rooearch generated by or for an 1. 
attomev. 
RCW 42,66.290, CR26, Koonlg V, Ple;oe County, 151 WashJ\pp. 221(2009) I Work Applies to 
Product- Men\ol lmprosslonsllegal opinions I Redacted or exempted material In prosm:utor redaction code 
me coolalns menial lmprasa!<>llS, legal oplnlol'IS, legal research gonorated by or for an ,. 
sttom-·-. 
RCW 42.56.290, CR 26, Koanlgv. Pie""' County, 161 WnBh.App, 221(2000) I Work Applloo to 
Product- Menial Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted material fn proseoulor redaction cod& 
flle contains mental lmpre,islons, legal oplnkllls, legal resaaroh ganerated by orlor an 1. 
altom-·. 
RCW 42.66.200, CR 26, Koenig v. PlerooCounty, 161 Wash.App. 221(2000) I Work Apt>llealo 
Product - M<>nlal lmpresslonsJlegal opinions I Redacted or e)(llfflpled malerlal In prosecutor rcdect!on cods 
fil" contains msnlal Impressions, legal opinions, legal research genefflted by or for an 1, 
a.Horne". 
RCW 42.66.2QO, CR 26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllae to 
Produe1.- M"ntal Impressions/legal opinions I Redacted or8.1l8mpted material 111 prosecutor redactl011 code 
fllG contains mental Impressions, legal opinions, legal rasa.aroh genereted by or for an 1. 
oltom=', 
RCW 42.156.280, CR26, Koenig v. PlercG County, 101 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllesto 
Product - Mental lmpresslons/legol opinions I Redacted or exempted malarial 111 prosecutor redaction code 
nre conlalns mental lmpre,;slons, legal oplnlons, logal resooroh generated by or for an 1. 
ellorn=•, 
RCW 42.li6.2QO, CR 26, KOS11lgv. Plen;e County, 161 W11Sh.App. 221(2009) I Work Applies to 
Produot- Menlal lmpreaalom!/legal oplolons I Redl!Otsd or exempted material In prosecutor redaction code 
file (lOll\alns mental JmPfosslooo, legal opinions, legal 16Search generated by or for an 1. 
atlorne". 
RCW 42.66.200, OR26, Koenig v. PlarooCounty, 151 Wash.App. 221(2000) I Work Applies lo 
Product• Manta[ lmprssslons/legal opinion:, I Redactml or e~smpled material In Pf(lsecll(or redacllon cods 
flla contains maatal lmpreaslon:;, legal opinions, legal research generated by or for 11n 1, 
altorns" • 
RCW 42.56.290, CR26, Koonlg v. PleroeCounty, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllas kl 
Product• Mental lmpresslona/lagnl opinion:, I Redaoted or exempted material In prosooulor redaction code 
Illa CO!llal1111 mental lmpresalona, legal opinion,, legal researoh gene1B\ed by or for an 1, 
allom'"'· 
RCW 42.66.200, CR26, Kcmnlg v. Pleroe County, 161 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllesto 
Produot • Meoktl lmpresalone/legal opinions I Redacted or exempted malarial In prosacutor redaction oode 
Hie oonta!ns mental Jmpr.,.slon:,, logal opinion,,,, legal res .... rch generated by or for an 1. 
attorns". 
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~ A C D E F 

L 

' 
] 

PRRBalo• Daleorcreatloll il 8tampP•IJ<I (111De,ot,9W,.k 

i...! -~ N11mbor RocordType Pl'<dol<:1) .. , 6eeReoord See Record 

" X 643-640 At1aol7men1to 11120/14 
page 642 

"' X '" Sea Record SeeRecOfd 

" X 651-657 Attachment lo 11120/U 
page 650 

" X ""' SeeRecoid See Record 

"" X "" Sac,Rocord sse Reoord 

"4 
X 068-060 SeoRooord Seo Record 

"" X """ Galhered "' Material 

"" X 601-69D Attachment lo 12114 
pageOliO 

"' X ag1-1oa Drnfl 12114 

"" 

G 

llrlef Dncrlpt!on 
of Record 

f/11/#Donota,Wo!I< 
Product) 

6eeRecord 

Orafl Pleading 

Se9Raccrd 

Draft Plesdlna 

See Record 

SooReoord 

SeeReoord 

.,. 

DraftPleadlng 

Pleading 

H 

Author 
j;,Ad,.or,,lonllf,ecord 
l••••mmunl<oUon) 

(IIIIIDanol•• Work 
Prod"•~ 

See RacoJd 

Dawn FarlM 
PhlllpA. Talmadg1> 
Mlohaal Patlorson 

Sea Record 

Dawn Farina 
Phlllp A. Talmadge 
M!ohael Patterson 

See Record 

SeeRecold 

SooRocord 

,1111 

Dawn Farina 
f'hlllp A. Talmadge 
Mark Lindquist 

PhlllpA. Talmadge 
Mark Undqulsl 

I J 

Addillonnl 
Stidute I Oosorlpllon of EKompllon I How E1«1mptlon Appltn to Prosecutor ReC()rdn ldentIDc!llfon 
RCW 42.66.280, CR21l, Koenig v. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Applies lo 
Product• Mental Impressions/legal opinions I Redacled or e><empted mate~al In PfOSeoulor redactlonwde 
file contains mellle.l lmpresalons, legal oplnkms, logel tesMrch generated by or for an 1. 
allomev, 
RCW 42.56.200, CR2B, Ke>enlgv. Pierce County, 151 Wash.App. 221(2000) ] Work Applies to 
Produot- Mental lmpreasklllsllegal Ojllnlons I Redacted or,u1mnpled Jl\iltBrial In prosecutor reda<:Uon codo 
flle contains mental lmpr"'l,lons, legal opinions, legal research gonera\ed by odor an 1. 
allomev. 
ROW 42,58,200, CR 26, KoenJgv, Pleroe County, 161 WnshJ\pp. 221(2009) I Worll Appllsslo 
Produol - Menial lmpresalonsJlegel opinions I Redacted or exempted materlnl In prosecutor redaollon code 
Ille C<JIJ!alns moo!al Impressions, legal opinions, legel r"'learoh genernled by or for an 1. 
ettomev. 
ROW 42.66.200, OR26, Koenig v. Pierce County, 161 Wash.App, 221(2009) I Work Appll"'llo 
Produot . Mental Impressions/legal opl1~ons I Redacled or exempted malarial In pros,,cuklr redacllon code 
Hie contains mental lmpressloos, legal opinions, legal reseercl1 generated by or for an 1. 
ettome". 
RCW 42,68,2QO, CR 26, Koenig V, Pierce County, 161 Wash.App, 221(2000) I Work Applleeto 
Product- Mentel lmpresslonslleg.el opinions I Redaoled oraxempted ms.terial In prosecutor mdactlon code 
ms contains mental lmpreaslons, legal opinions, legal research generated bV or for an 1, 
eltom"". 
ROW 42.66.290, CR26, Sanders v. Stale ofWB.llhlngton, 169 W. 2d 827 {2010) I Work Applies lo 
Product Documonl - ComlTIDn Interest I Redacted or exempted matadal ln prosecutor redacHon code 
recoJlls contain oonfldenllel oommunlcatlona from multlpje parties pertaining to lhelrcommon ' c!alm or defense, these C<Jmmunk:atlons remain priv~eged ae to \hose outside their group. 

ROW 42.66.200, CR 20, Sand<nv. S1atoo!Washlngton, 100 W. 2d 827 (2010) I Work Appllesto 
Prodact DooumBllt. Common Interest I Rednoled or exempted matertal In ptoSeculor redactlon code 
rm,ords contain conndentlal communications from multlpla parties par\efnlng to their common ,. 
claim or defense, these communlcaHon:, remain prlvlleg<><I as lo those olllslde U1elr group, 

ROW 42.58,200, CR 20, Koenig v, PlaroeCounly, 161 Wesh.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllooto 
Prod act Doct1mant I Redacted or o~empted material within prosecutor's /l[o ore documents radacllonoode 
gathered by an allomay and legal staff In anUclpallon of ~ctual (ltlgatlon In State v Glenda ,. 
Nls.son v. Plarca County, Thurelon Colltlty Superior Court No. 11-2-02312-2, Washlnglon 
Sunreme Court 908763 and 671076 CouriofA--eals 11448621 
RCW 42.58.290, CR 26, Koenig v. PJen:e County, 161 WashJ\pp, 221(2009) I Wmk Appi!L3StO 
P1<>duct- Mantel lmprllllSlons~egal oplnlons I Redacted or exempted matellal In prosecutor' ffidaclton code 
mo oontalna menial Impression,, legal opinions, legal re:,earch generated by or for an 1, 
atlor 
RCW 42.68,200, CR26, Koenig v. PierooCounty, 151 Wash.App. 221(2009) I Work Appllas\a 
Produot- M<intal lmpreaalonsJlegal opinions I Redacted or exempted ms.terial In proaecLrtor ietlacllon code 
flle CO!llalllll menial lmpreealona, legal opinions, legal researoh geoomtad by or foran 
altom..,,, 

1, 
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~ A ' ' 
C D E F 

I' 
_] 

PRRBalo• DateofCreatlan •• St.mp Pago llltllonoH>•Work 

,2 ' Ncmbor RGcordTypu ,.., 11..,-

"' SeeReoord SH ReooJd 

" X 708-722 Altaohman! \cl 12/14 
page707 

" X 723-729 Gathered , .. 
Material 

71 
X 730-745 Gathered 1111# 

Material 

7' 
X 74(1-752 Gathered "" Matm1al 

7' 
X 71i3-706 <3alhered "' Material 

74 

'" lnsbil!mont 
7' 

X 7'7 Sea Record 6eeROCOl'd 

70 
X 76!H91 D•fl 2016 

77 
X 7,, SeeReoord see Reoord 

70 

G 

Brlof Ducrlpllon 
of Record 

(111111 Donot" Worl( 

Pr<>duoll 

SettR&eord 

Draft Pleading 

, .. 
"" 

"' 

''' 

See Record 
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[*358] [**1204] 

11 LAWRENCE-BERREY, A.CJ. - In 2011, Kittitas County 
(County) issued a notice of violation and abatement (NOVA) 
to Chem-Safe Environmental Inc. and its parent company, 
ABC Holdings Inc. (collectively Chem-Safe), for storing 
and [*359] handling moderate risk waste without proper 
county permits. The Kittitas County Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office sought assistance from technical professionals at the 
Washington State Department of Ecology, and the deputy 
prosecutor and Ecology employees exchanged e-mails 
throughout the regulatory enforcement litigation. 

12 Sky Allphin, Chem-Safe's president, then submitted 
a [***2] Public Records Act {J'RAJ request under chaJ2l!!L 
42.56 RCW, seeking the County's records pertaining to the 
case, including its attorneys1 e-mails and correspondence. The 
trial court reviewed the e-mails in camera and determined 
they were a product of litigation ongoing between the County 
and Mr. Allphin and were, therefore, exempt from production 
under the PRA. 

13 Mr. Allphin argues the sealed e-mails are not attorney 
work product or attorney client privileged and, even if they 
are, the County waived any privilege when it exchanged the 
e-mails with Ecology. In the published portion of this opinion, 
we discuss the "common interest doctrine," an exception to 
the rule that the presence of a third party [**1205] to a 
communication waives a privilege. We hold that this doctrine 
applies here and the County did not waive any privilege by 
consulting with Ecology. 

14 Mr. Allphin also argues(!) the County's exemption logs 
are inadequate, (2) the County violated the PRA when it 
initially withheld or redacted records and then subsequently 
produced those same records, (3) the County failed to provide 
the fullest assistance, (4) the County unlawfully withheld 
handwritten notes by Richard Granberg, and (5) the County 
abused the judicial [***3] process and this court should 
release the e-mails as a sanction. In the unpublished portion of 
this opinion, we agree with Mr. Allphin that the County 
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wrongfully withheld six e-mails, but disagree with his 
remaining arguments. We therefore affirm in part, reverse in 
part, and remand for further proceedings. 

[*360] FACTS 

1]5 Chem-Safe operates a hazardous waste transport and 
transfer facility in Kittitas County, Washington. Beginning in 
2009 or 2010, the County and Ecology worked with Chem
Safe to develop operations and engineering plans that would 
comply with Washington's waste handling regulations, In 
December 2010, James Rivard, the environmental health 
supervisor for the Kittitas County Public Health Department 
(KCPHD), received letters from the Idaho Department of 
Environmental Quality. The letters said an Idaho disposal 
company sent three shipments of waste back to Chern-Safe 
because the contents of Chem-Safe's waste drums did not 
match the labels on the drums or Chem-Safe's paperwork. 

1]6 Mr. Rivard inspected Chem-Safe's facility and observed 
moderate risk waste materials. Chem-Safe did not have a 
permit from KCPHD to collect moderate risk waste or operate 
a moderate risk waste facility. Chem-Safe [***4] also failed 
to properly label hazardous waste, had unsaoitary drums, and 
lacked a secondary containment for their drums. 

1]7 The County issued Chem-Safe a NOV A, which alleged 
Chem-Safe had operated a hazardous waste facility without a 
proper permit, required Chem-Safe to take a number of 
abatement actions, and required Chem-Safe to suspend all 
facility operations until it obtained a permit. Mr. Rivard 
copied his letter to Gary Bleeker, Ecology's facilities 
specialist lead; Wendy Neet, Ecology's solid waste inspector; 
and Richard Granberg, Ecology's hazardous waste specialist. 
The County issued a health order that incorporated the 
NOV A's findings and requirements. 

1]8 Chem-Safe appealed the NOV A and the hearing examiner 
affirmed. Chem-Safe appealed to the superior court, which 
also affirmed and ordered Chem-Safe to submit a sampling 
plan and test its facility. Chem-Safe then [*361] appealed to 
this court. We upheld the NOVA and concluded Chem-Safe 
did not comply with the County's permitting ordinances. See 

/1!3C l/olding§,jnc,_JLKillitgLCou[JJJ>,__l87 WIL!WJL1Z5_,_ 
;'84-86._289, 348 P.3d llll_, review denied, 184 Wn.2d 1014, 
360 P.Jd 817 (2015). 

1]9 Chem-Safe also brought a 42 US. C. § I 983 claim in 
federal court against the County, Ecology, Mr. Rivard, Mr. 
Granberg, Mr. Bleeker, and two other Ecology employees~ 

Norman Peck with Ecology's toxics [***5] cleanup program, 
and his supervisor, Valerie Bound. 

1]10 The Kittitas County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
originally assigned Deputy Prosecutor Suzanne Becker to 
handle the Chem-Safe litigation. Deputy Prosecutor Zera 
Lowe later took over the case. The County's employees and 
Ecology's employees e-mailed one another and met in person 
throughout Chem-Safe's various appeals, and Ecology's 
employees generally acted in a consultative role with respect 
to the civil enforcement action. For example, Mr. Peck kept 
Mr. Rivard updated as to whether Chem-Safe had submitted a 
sampling plan, and discussed what the plan needed to include 
in order to meet both agencies' requirements. After Chem
Safe moved to stay the superior court's order, Ms. Lowe e
mailed Mr. Peck and asked for help responding to and 
gathering additional declarations. Mr. Peck e-mailed Chem
Safe's declarations to the other Ecology employees in order to 
coordinate a response, and also met with Ms. Lowe and Mr. 
Rivard. 

,11 On October 17, 2012, Mr. Allphin submitted a PRA 
request to the County requesting "[a]ll documentation, 
correspondence, pictures, [**1206] court records and emails 
to and from Kittitas County Public Health and Kittitas County 
Prosecutors [***6] Office regarding Chem-Safe 
Environmental, Inc. dating from January 1, 2010 to current." 1 

Clerk's Papers (CP) at 70. Mr. Allphin sent Ecology a 
similar [*362] request, seeking all of Ecology's documents 
regarding Chem-Safe. This request included all 
communications between Ecology and the Kittitas County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office while working on the Chem
Safe case. 

1]12 Ms. Lowe and legal secretary Angela Bugni were 
responsible for responding to Mr. Allphin's PRA request. 
When Ms. Lowe learned Mr. Allphin had also requested 
records from Ecology, she asked Ecology's public records 
officer not to release any records containing communications 
between the County's legal counsel and Ecology employees 
that would disclose legal strategy or the attorneys' thought 

processes. Ecology's records officer advised Ms. Lowe that 
Ecology would not release the records until the County sought 
court protection. However, Ecology inadvertently released a 
few e-mails between Ms. Becker (the former deputy 
prosecutor) and Ecology that Ms. Lowe believed [***7] 
contained attorney work product. 

1]13 The County filed a complaint in the superior court 
naming Mr. Allphin, Chem-Safe, and Ecology as respondents. 
The complaint sought a declaratory judgment that the County 

1 Mr. Allphin also submitted two more PRA requests on November 
21, 2012, and January 29, 2013. These requests were not 
voluminous, and the County responded to these requests without 
controversy. 
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and Ecology's e-mails were attorney work product and 

attorney client privileged and thus exempt from production 

under the PRA. The County moved the superior court to 
review the records in camera and also moved for a temporary 
restraining order (TRO) enjoining Ecology from releasing the 

challenged records until the court had the chance to review 

them. 

1fl 4 At the hearing, the County handed up one sealed 
envelope with the caption "DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED 

FOR IN CAMERA REVIEW." CP at 781. The cover sheet 

identified 11 individual e-mails and identified the sender, 

recipients, and date and time at which the e-mail was sent. 

1fl5 The superior court reserved ruling at the hearing and later 

issued a memorandum decision. The court reviewed the 

records in camera and determined the e-mails were a product 
of litigation ongoing between the County and Mr. Allphin and 

were, therefore, exempt from production [*363] under the 

PRA. The superior court also held the fact that the County e
mailed Ecology during the litigation did not waive [***8] 
this privilege, given that the County and Ecology worked 

cooperatively to enforce the environmental laws and were 
thus on the same "legal team." CP at 788. 

1fl6 In December 2013, the superior court incorporated its 

memorandum decision into a final order, dissolved the TRO, 
and permanently enjoined Ecology from producing the 11 e

mails it reviewed in camera. The court ordered Ecology to 

produce the e-mails it previously withheld under the TRO. 

The coutt found that sealing satisfied the Ishikawa2 factors, 

then sealed the e-mails. 

1fl7 In March 2014, Mr. Allphin filed an amended answer and 

brought counterclaims against the County, alleging the 

County failed to provide the fullest assistance and unlawfully 
withheld nonexempt records. The County obtained new 

counsel. Throughout the next several months, the County and 

Mr. Allphin exchanged a number of letters discussing the 

adequacy of the County's PRA response. 

1fl8 In one of his letters, Mr. Allphin listed 21 additional e

mails from the County's exemption logs that he wanted the 

court to review in camera. Mr. Allphin disagreed with the 
County's claim that these e-mails were work product and thus 

exempt from disclosure. The County agreed to assemble the 

21 e-mails [***9] for a second in camera review. Mr. Allphin 

and the County continued to fine tune the list of records the 

County would submit for the second in camera review. 

2 Seattle Times Co._v.jshikawq, 97 Wn2d .liL}l-3~ 640 P.2d]_fJi 

(J.2.8}). 

1fl 9 The County and Mr. Allphin both moved for summary 

judgment. At the hearing, the County handed the court a 
sealed envelope containing 21 e-mails. The court [**1207] 
reviewed them and determined they contained attorney work 

product and were thus exempt from production under the 

PRA. The court ruled the County and Ecology exchanged the 

e-mails in response to the ongoing Chem-Safe [*364] 
litigation, and that the County and Ecology shared a common 
interest in the enforcement of state and local environmental 

regulations. The court also found the County's initial claims 

of exemption were lawful, that the County provided its fullest 

assistance, and that Mr. Granberg's handwritten notes, i.e., the 

"smoking gun memorandum," was not a county record and, 
therefore, the County had no duty to disclose it. CP at 2982. 
The court then granted sun1mary judgment for the County. 

The court then sealed the e-mails and granted final judgment 
for the County. Mr. Allphin appeals. 

ANALYSIS 

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

1f20 This court reviews public agency actions challenged 
under the PRA de novo. [***10] RCW 4ll6.550j3}. We also 

review a summary judgment order de nova, engaging in the 

same inquiry as the trial court. Andren's v._Wash. Stale Patrol,_ 
183 Wn. App. 644, 650, 334 P.3d 94QJIJ4}, review denied, 
182 Wn.2d 1011, 343 P.3d 760 (2015). Summary judgment is 

proper where the pleadings and affidavits show no genuine 
issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to 

judgment as a matter of law. Cfs__5_(j_(cl. In reviewing a motion 

for summary judgment, we construe the facts and reasonable 

inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. A ndren's,. 183 TYn. 
App, _at_ 650-51 .. When the record consists entirely of 

documentary evidence and affidavits, we stand in the same 
position as the trial court and generally are not bound by the 

trial court's factual findings. Progressive Animal 1'"Ve/fgre 
Sgc'yy.Univ. oLWash., !25JVn.2d 24L252-51.. 884 P.2d 
JllJ12941 (plurality opinion). 

B. SEALED RECORDS FROM THE IN CAMERA REVIEW 

HEARINGS 

[!, 2] ,r21 The PRA is a "strongly worded mandate for broad 

disclosure of public records." Hearst Corp. v . . Hoppe, .. 90 
Wn.2d 123._ 127. 580 P.2d __ 246 _ _fj978). It requires all 

state [*365] and local agencies to disclose any public record 

on request, unless the record falls within certain narrowly 

construed exemptions. RCW 42.56.07(1(1), .030. It is the 

agency's burden to show a redacted or withheld record was 

exempt. IICW __ 42.56.550{11. Where the agency possesses 

undisclosed responsive records, it 1'must explain and justify 
any withholding, in whole or in part, of any requested public 

records." Resident Action Council v. Seattle Haus. Auth'-.L.177 
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1Vn.2d 4fl_ 43.1, 327f,3d 600_(10/3). "Silent withholding is 
prohibited." f4 

1. The 21 e-mails from the second [***11] in camera review 
hearing 

1]22 Mr. Allphin argues that the 21 e-mails the trial court 
sealed following the second in camera review hearing are not 
exempt under the PRA because they do not contain attorney 
work product and are not attorney client privileged. 

[3-5] 1]23 Under I/CW 42.56.2900 an agency does not have to 
disclose "[r]ecords that are relevant to a controversy to which 
an agency is a party but which records would not be available 
to another party under the rules of pretrial discovery for 
causes pending in the superior courts." This includes 
communications containing attorney work product. Block_ v .. 
Ci(y of~Go/d liar.~89 Wn. Apy. 262, 279-80, 355 P.Jd 266 
{JJ)J 5), review denied, 184 Wn.2d 1037, 379 P.3d 951 (2016). 
The attorney client privilege similarly protects confidential 
communications between an attorney and a client from 
discovery or public disclosure. Mechling v. CifLof Monroe, 
152 Wn._ApK 830, 852, 222_P.3d _808 (2002J_; I/CW 
5. 60. 060(2)(a). 

1]24 Attorney work product includes "documents and other 
tangible things that (1) show legal research and opinions, 
mental impressions, theories, or conclusions of the attorney or 
of other representatives of a party; (2) are an attomefs 
written notes or memoranda of factual statements or 
investigation; and (3) are formal or written statements [*366] 
of fact, or other tangible facts, gathered by an attorney in 
preparation for or in anticipation of litigation." Lims[[f.l.JJLJ::,_ 

Ladenburg, 136 Wn.2d 595~6/L_963 P.2d 869 (1998). 3 Work 
[**1208] product documents need [***12] not be prepared 

personally by counsel; they can be prepared by or for the 
party or the party's representative as long as they are prepared 
in anticipation of litigation. See CR ]6(bi(4}. 

1]25 Mr. Allphin argues two of the e-mails in the second index 
for in camera review-numbers 2 and 21-were not sent or 
received by attorneys at all, but were exchanged between Mr. 
Rivard and Mr. Peck, neither of whom are attorneys. 
However, number 2 on the index is an e-mail that Mr. Rivard 

3 Limstrom held the broad civil discovery rule, {._'H..l!i.{l!l{:!l, applies 
when determining whether records are exempt from production 
under RC1V 42.56.290, rather than the much narrower criminal 
discovery rule, (;rR .A.Jfj).(l)j which protects documents from 
disclosure under the PRA only "'to the extent that they contain the 

opinions, theories or conclusions of investigating or prosecuting 
agencies."' Koenjg_,v. Pierce_Countv,.. 151 1-Vn. ApA_221 23(,L ]I 1 
1'.3d 423 (200'!1 (quoting Cr/14,Zf[)(j)). 

sent to Mr. Peck and Ms. Lowe. See CP at 3239. The index 
sheet simply fails to list Ms. Lowe as a recipient. Number 21 
on the index is an e-mail Mr. Rivard sent only to Mr. Peck. 
However, the substance of Mr. Rivard's e-mail is a forwarded 
message from Ms. Lowe, who asked Mr. Rivard to pass along 
the message to Mr. Peck. See CP at 3389. 

[6, 7] 1]26 Mr. Allphin also argues the 21 e-mails, while 
originating [***13] from an attorney, do not constitute 
attorney work product because they are not "mental 
impressions, thoughts, and theories," and are therefore not 
exempt under the PRA. Br. of Appellant at 24. However, 
under Limstrom and Koenig, the e-mails need only contain 
statements of fact gathered by an attorney or prepared by or 
for the party or the party's representative in anticipation of 
litigation. Without specifically describing the substance of the 
actual e-mails, it is clear these e-mails contain statements of 
fact and legal strategies prepared by and for the various 
employees [*367] of the County and Ecology in response to 
the Chem-Safe litigation.4 

2. Waiver 

1]27 Mr. Allphin argues the County waived any protected, 
privileged, or confidential right to the e-mails because its 
employees sent them to Ecology employees throughout the 
Chem-Safe litigation. Mr. Allphin specifically challenges the 
trial court's finding that the County did not waive these 
privileges due to the fact that the County and Ecology worked 
cooperatively to enforce the environmental laws and were 
thus on the same "legal team." CP at 788. 

[8, 9] 1]28 Generally, a party waives the attorney work product 
privilege if that party discloses documents to other persons 
with the intention that an adversary can see the documents. 
Limslrom v. ladenburg,_110 JVn.J1i!JLl 3J,__/45,_39 P.3d 35 L 
(£002). Similarly, to qualify for attorney client privilege, a 
communication must be made in confidence. Aforgqn v. Ci~y 

4 Mr. Allphin argues the e-mails were not marked "confidentiaP' or 
"Work product" to protect from disclosure. Br. of Appellant at 24. 

The record docs not support this argument. The first e-mail to which 
Mr. Allphin cites for this argument contains a disclaimer that begins, 
in capital letters, with "CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE." CP at 
2237. The 21 sealed e-mails all contain similar disclaimers. Mr. 

Allphin also argues that even assuming the e-mails are work product, 
this court should order the County to produce them undel' CR 
)6rl1JLJJ.'s exception to the work product privilege. However, CE. 
J_Q._@(-1} provides that [***14] a party seeking attorney work 
product may obtain it only after showing that he or she "has 
substantial need of the materials in the preparation of such party1s 

case and that the party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the 
substantial equivalent of the materials by other means." Mr. Allphin 
fails to explain why he meets either of these requirements. 
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olf."edera/ Wcn~l66 Wn.2d 7.f7"J57~213_F.3d 596..fl.00;!l. 
The presence of a third person during the communication 
waives the privilege, unless the third person is necessary for 
the [***15] communication or has retained the attorney on a 
matter of "'common interest."' 14. ( quoting f}J:.QJ-:1..?.l_ .. :f.:.. 

Lb!H.:sJJ!!LC'.Ql!.nty. I 47 Wn. A1212. 409. 442. I 95 P. 3d__2fil 
(!_QQllJl. 

(*368] 

,r29 "The 'common interest' doctrine provides that when 
multiple parties share confidential communications pertaining 
to their common claim or defense, the communications 
remain privileged as to those outside their group." S,_qfl(!__ers v,_ 

State,_j_69_Wn.2d 82l_ 853" 240 P.Jd 120_(2010); see also 
C.J. C. v. CorJJc of Catholic Bishop of )'.akima._ 138 Wn.2d 699., 
716. 985 P.2d 262_(/999). The common interest doctrine is an 
[**1209] exception to the general rule that the voluntary 

disclosure of a privileged attorney client or work product 
communication to a third party waives the privilege. Av_QcenJ 

Redmond CQ.!J2.,_ v. Rose _£lees., Inc.,_ 516 F SuppJd_l 199" 
1202 [}f.D. Wash. 2007). 

(I 0, 11] 1[30 "The common interest or joint defense privilege 
applies where (I) the communication was made by separate 
parties in the course of a matter of common interest or joint 
defense; (2) the communication was designed to further that 
effort; and (3) the privilege has not been waived." Id. at 1203. 
A written agreement regarding the privilege is not required, 
but "the parties must invoke the privilege: they must intend 
and agree to undertake a joint defense effort." l4_; see also In 
re Pac. Pictures Corp., 679 FJd 1121, 1129 (9th Cir. 2012) 
("[T]he parties must make the communication in pursuit of a 
joint strategy in accordance with some form of agreement
whether written or unwritten."). 

(12, 13] 1[31 The common interest doctrine applies in the PRA 
context. Sanders. 169 Wn.2d at 854. "[D]ocuments that 
fall [***16] under the common interest doctrine are not 
discoverable in civil cases and so are exempt under the 
controversy exemption." hi The Sanders court held the 
common interest doctrine exempted certain documents from 
disclosure under the PRA even if the Attorney General's 

Office (AGO) shared those documents with other agencies.5 

Id. al 840c 853-54. 
[*369] 

,r32 In contrast, in Morgan, a municipal court judge who was 

5 The Sanders court never explained what these documents were, 
what other agencies the AGO shared them with, or the nature of the 
relationship between the AGO and these other agencies. See 
Sanders,,. 169 JJ!n.2d al 837-41. 

the subject of a hostile work environment investigation e
mailed the city attorney and complained the investigation 
created a hostile work environment for him. /J1.Q1.'g.tln J 6Q 
Wn.2d a/]52. The judge then forwarded that e-mail message 
to the private e-mail address of one of the city council 
members. Id. The local newspaper filed a PRA request for the 
investigator's report, and the judge moved to prevent its 

release. JsL The court held the attorney client privilege did not 
apply to the e-mail the judge sent to the city attorney and the 
e-mail was therefore not exempt under the PRA. Id. at]57. 
This was because the judge later forwarded that e-mail to the 
city council [***17] member and the judge failed to 
demonstrate a common legal interest between him and the 
city council member.14. 

1[33 Here, although the County and Ecology did not have a 
joint prosecution agreement, a written agreement was not 
required because the record demonstrates the two agencies 
agreed to undertake a joint/common cause in the regulatory 
enforcement litigation against Chem-Safe. At the very 
beginning of the case, Ms. Becker e-mailed Mr. Granberg, 
Mr. Rivard, and Mr. Bleeker and scheduled a meeting to 
discuss Chem-Safe1s compliance with Washington1s 
permitting, transportation, storage, and disposal regulations. 
Throughout the litigation, the County asked Ecology 
questions about Chem-Safe's testing plans and about Chem
Safe's engineering and teclmical arguments. The record 
demonstrates Ecology was "acting in a consultative role with 
respect to the civil enforcement action."6 CP at 1412. 

1[34 Mr. Allphin argues that the County and Ecology did not 
have a common interest because the County sued Ecology to 
prevent Ecology from releasing the records, thus [*370] 

making Ecology an opposing party for purposes of waiver. 
This argument conflates the two lawsuits. While the County 
listed Ecology as a respondent in this case in order to prevent 
Ecology from producing exempt documents, the County and 
Ecology were on the same legal team for purposes of the 
underlying regulatory enforcement action, which is separate 
from this PRA case. 
[**1210] 

1[35 Mr. Allphin also argues that the common interest doctrine 
is not a statutorily listed PRA exemption and, therefore, the 

6 ln fact, this collaborative relationship between the County and 
Ecology is statutorily required. RC1Y_70./()5.005fl0} provides that 
"because local conditions vary substantially in regard to the 
quantities, risks, and management opportunities available for such 
wastes, local government is the appropriate level of government to 
plan for l ***18} and carry out programs to manage moderate-risk 
waste, with assistance and coordination provided by [Ecologyf' 
(Emphasis added.) 
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County cannot use it as a basis for withholding the e-mails. 
The Sanders court expressly rejected this argument, finding 

that the common interest doctrine is merely a common law 
exception to waiver of privilege that applies when parties 
share a common interest in litigation, Sanders, 169)Vn.2d ai 

/JJ..J., 

1)36 While it is true that no attorney client relationship existed 

between the county prosecutor and Ecology, we hold the lack 

of such a relationship [***19] does not prevent the county 

prosecutor from seeking assistance from Ecology's technical 
professionals in enforcing the state and county environmental 
laws. Releasing these records would force government 
attorneys to forgo communicating with other law enforcement 
professionals during litigation due to the fear that their 
opponents will obtain their mental impressions and ideas, 

1)37 Because the communications between the County and 

Ecology throughout the Chem-Safe litigation were protected 

under the work product and attorney client privileges, we 
conclude the trial court properly sealed the sets of 11 and 21 
e-mails. 

1)38 A majority of the panel has determined that only the 

foregoing portion of this opinion will be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports and that the remainder, having 
no precedential value, shall be filed for public record in 

accordance with RCW 2. 06. 0./0. 

ADDITIONAL FACTS 

A. THE COUNTY'S RESPONSE TO MR. ALLPHIN'S PRA 

REQUEST 

1)39 After Mr. Allphin submitted his PRA request, Ms. Lowe 

and Ms. Bugni first transmitted his request to the county 

departments they believed might have records. They then 

searched the prosecuting attorney's office's physical files. 
Next, they searched the office's network [***20] drive using 

key words. Also using key words, Ms. Bugni searched her e

mail account and Ms. Lowe searched both her own and Ms. 

Becker1s e-mail accounts. The two then got permission from 
the county commissioners to search the County's archival 
system to find deleted e-mails. Through March 20, 2013, the 

County expended roughly 357 hours on Mr. Allphin's PRA 
response, which did not include the 115 hours spent 

addressing attorney work product and attorney client privilege 

redaction issues. Ms. Bugni personally spent over 200 hours 
working on the County's response. 

1140 At KCPHD, Mr. Rivard received the copy of Mr. 
Allphin's PRA request from Ms. Lowe. Like Ms. Lowe and 

Ms. Bugni, Mr. Rivard searched his office's physical files and 

used keywords to search the shared files on the office's 

computer server, his computer, and his e-mail. Mr. Rivard 

reviewed every e-mail he sent and received from January 1, 
2010 to October 17, 2012. Mr. Rivard eventually realized 

some of the e-mails in his account did not contain 
attachments. He contacted the County's information 

technology department about the issue, which told him the 

County's archiving system changed and he needed to find the 

attachments in a separate [***21] archival system. After that, 

Mr. Rivard went to the separate archival system to print the 

attachments to his e-mails. Mr. Rivard reviewed his e-mails to 
ensure he had included all of the pages and attachments and 

then sent them to Ms. Lowe, so that she could send them to 

Mr. Allphin. Mr. Rivard also searched the County's digital 

camera and memory card. Mr. Rivard expended roughly 180 
hours on Mr. Allphin's PRA response. 

1)41 Several days after Mr. Allphin submitted his PRA 

request, Ms. Lowe sent Mr. Allphin a letter stating the County 

needed to provide the requested documents in installments 
due to the large number of records the County needed to 

retrieve and review. Ms. Lowe said the County would provide 
the first installment on November 8, 2012, and would then 

continue providing scheduled installments until it fulfilled Mr. 
Allphin's request. 

1)42 The County then produced records in the following 
instalhnents: 

• November 8, 2012: County disclosed a list of 88 

different court records, totaling 1,786 pages.7 

• December 21, 2012: County produced 1,022 pages. 

• January 23, 2013: the County produced 1,481 pages. 

• February 27, 2013: the County produced 850 pages. In 

the letter, Ms. Lowe noted that the [***22] County 

would include a detailed log if it withheld or redacted 

any documents, and also noted that the County retained 

the right to seek court protection of exempt records. 
• March 27, 2013: the County produced 2,400 pages. 

• March 28, 2013: the County produced 1,007 pages, 

some of which were redacted or withheld, and an 
exemption log. 
• April 2, 2013: the County produced 72 pages, some of 

which were redacted or withheld, and an exemption log. 

• April 26, 2013: the County produced 131 pages and 34 
phone logs. 

• May 24, 2013: the County produced 2,320 pages, 

including 111 e-mails without any redaction, 22 with 

some portions redacted. The County withheld 11 e-mails 

because they were either work product or attorney client 

7 On November 28, Ms. Lowe sent Mr. Allphin a letter in which she 
asked if Mr. Allphin wanted the court records, asked how he wanted 
the records produced, and asked from which specific departments he 
sought records, 
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privileged. The County included an exemption log. 
• June 19, 2013: the County produced 10,500 pages. 
• July 26, 2013: the County produced 44 e-mails without 
redaction. 
• August 26, 2013: the County produced 28 e-mails, 
some of which had portions redacted. The County 
included an exemption log. 
• September 30, 2013: the County produced 15 e-mails 
without redaction, three with some part redacted, and 
withheld 2. The County included an exemption log. 

• October 28, 2013: the County [***23] produced 17 e
mails without redaction, and withheld 18 e-mails. The 
County included an exemption log. 
• November 18, 2013: the County produced 7 e-mails 
with redactions and included an exemption log. 
• December 23, 2013: the County produced 4 e-mails 
with no redactions, 5 e-mails with redactions, and 
withheld IO e-mails. The County attached an exemption 
log. 
• January 13, 2014: the County produced 52 e-mails with 
no redaction and 3 e-mails with redaction. The County 
included an exemption log. 

1[43 Ms. Lowe retired in mid-2013 and Deputy Prosecutor 
Paul Sander assumed responsibility for responding to the PRA 
request. On January 28, 2014, Mr. Sander sent Mr. Allphin a 
letter advising him that he had concluded his search for 
records and the January 13, 2014 installment was the final 
installment. 

B. L!TJGATION PRIOR TO THE FIRST IN CAMERA REVIEW 
HEARING 

1[44 After moving for the TRO, the County discovered Mr. 
Allphin's former counsel would not be back from vacation 
until the day of the hearing, [***24] so Ms. Lowe reset the 
hearing for later in the week. The day before the hearing, 
Chem-Safe's new counsel e-mailed Ms. Lowe and asked for a 
continuance, which Ms. Lowe declined. Later that day, Mr. 
Allphin moved to disqualify Judge SCOTT SPARKS and Judge 
FRANCES CHMELEWSKI and submitted affidavits of prejudice 
for each judge-one from Mr. Allphin, and one from another 
one of Chem-Safe's officers.8 The day of the hearing, Judge 

CHMELEWSKI called the case, noted the existence of the two 
affidavits, and ruled a visiting judge would hear the case. 

ii45 Visiting Judge BLAINE GIBSON found the affidavit filed 
against Judge SPARKS was invalid and the case should 
proceed before Judge SPARKS. Judge Gibson extended the 

8 Kittitas County has two superior court judges. When both judges 
are precluded from hearing a case, the court administrator finds a 
visiting judge to preside over the case, usuaily from Yakima County. 

TRO until Judge SPARKS could review the records in camera. 
The County stated it no longer sought to restrain the records 
Ecology had already released. 

C. COUNTY ACKNOWLEDGES ERRORS FROM IN CAMERA 
REVIEW HEARING 

1[46 After Mr. Allphin filed his amended answer, the County, 
through new counsel, sent Mr. [***25] Allphin a letter 
concerning the County's production of the remainder of the 
requested records. In this letter, the County stated many of the 
records it had listed on the exemption log were duplicates. 
The County also acknowledged the index of 11 e-mails it had 
submitted to the court at the first in camera review hearing 
contained errors. The County told Mr. Allphin the e-mail 
identified as number 7 on the index-purportedly a July 18, 
2011, 7:31 a.m. e-mail from Mr. Rivard to Ms. Becker-was 
erroneously designated on the index. The e-mail the County 
actually submitted as number 7 on the index was an e-mail 
from Mr. Rivard to Ms. Lowe and Mr. Peck, sent on July 19, 
2012, at 12:46 p.m. 

1[47 The County also stated the envelope contained eight 
additional e-mails that were not listed on the index. The 
reason the index did not identify these e-mails was because 
they were contained in e-mail chains, and the index only 
listed the first e-mail in the chain. Mr. Allphin responded to 
the County's letter and agreed the County produced some of 
the records it claimed to have produced, but disagreed that the 
County had produced others. 

1[48 The County moved to amend the superior court's final 
order from the first [***26] in camera review hearing. In its 
motion, the County acknowledged the errors in the index it 
had attached to the envelope. The County asked the court to 
issue an amended order that correctly listed the e-mails the 
County submitted for in camera review. The County also 
asked the court to review an additional e-mail it had failed to 
provide the court at the first in camera review hearing. Mr. 
Allphin argued the County made material misrepresentations 
and abused the judicial process, and asked the court to release 
the records as a sanction and award him fees and costs. The 
court determined the record was adequate and denied the 
County's motion. 

1[49 Mr. Allphin sent the County a letter describing 11 e-mails 
that were still possibly missing.9 The County said it would 
look into these missing e-mails. The County also produced the 
8 e-mails it had failed to list on the index because they were 
buried in e-mail chains, and also produced the 1 additional e
mail it failed to provide the court. The County acknowledged 

9 These 11 e-mails are different than the 11 e-mails the court 
reviewed at the first in camera review hearing. 
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Ecology produced these e-mails after the in camera review 
hearing because they were not included in the court's sealing 
order, thereby waiving the work product and attorney client 
privileges. [***27] 

,so The County's new counsel forwarded Mr. Allphin's e
mail about the 11 possibly missing e-mails to Ms. Bugni, and 
Ms. Bugni searched for them in the County's archival e-mail 
system. Ms. Bugni forwarded the list to KCPHD so it could 
check its archives as well. Ms. Bugni and KCPHD were able 
to find several of the missing e-mails, and also found three e
mails with time and date stamps that were similar, but not 
identical, to e-mails Mr. Allphin claimed were missing. 

,s 1 The County told Mr. Allphin it had located several of the 
11 "possibly missing" e-mails and produced them, and also 
advised it had previously disclosed 4 of them. The County 
also told Mr. Allphin it was still unable to locate the 
remainder of the possibly missing e-mails, but was able to 
locate three e-mails with similar delivery dates and times. The 
County produced these three e-mails. The County also 
produced a copy of handwritten notes between Mr. Granberg 
and Mr. Rivard. 

,sz Mr. Allphin responded that he was certain the other 
"possibly missing" e-mails existed and asked the County to 
check again. Ms. Bugni searched again [***28] and was 
unable to locate them on any County system. 

ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS 

A. ADEQUACY OF EXEMPTION LOGS 

,53 Mr. Allphin argues the County's exemption logs are 
inadequate because none of them listed the common interest 
doctrine as a basis for withholding the records. 

,54 When an agency withholds or redacts records, its 
response "shall include a statement of the specific exemption 
authorizing the withholding of the record (or part) aad a brief 
explanation of how the exemption applies to the record 
withheld." RCW 42.56.21(}(3}. The agency must do more than 
identify the record and the specific exemption-it must 
explain how the exemption applies to the record. Block I 89 
ffn. Ap]!.._at 181 (quoting Cily ef~akewoody Koenig,182 
.Wn.2d 87. _2.4, 343 P.3d_335 (2014)). "The level of detail 
necessary for a requestor to determine whether an exemption 
is properly invoked will depend upon both the nature of the 
exemption and the nature of the document or information." 
fity ofLakewoodj82JVn.2d at 2J., "An agency violates the 
PRA by failing to provide an adequate explanation." EJ/ock,. 
/89JVn. App, at 283. 

,ss Here, the County's exemption logs all specifically identify 
the redacted or withheld e-mails by author, recipients, date, 

time, and number of pages. The logs also contain a column 
that provides an accurate description of the e-mails' contents. 
For example, number 84 on the exemption [***29] log states 
the record being withheld was an "E mail to Becker re CSE 
operations plan-questions re type of permit." CP at 668. The 
logs state the County redacted or withheld the e-mails under 
the controversy exemption, RCW ./2.56.290, and list 
"[a]ttorney work product" as the basis for which the e-mails 
would not be discoverable under the civil rules. CP at 668. It 
was also apparent the ''controversy" at issue was the 
regulatory enforcement action surrounding the NOV A. Cf 
Sanders.j69JVn.2d_at 846 (holding the AGO's exemptions 
logs were inadequate because they claimed the controversy 
exemption for numerous records without specifying details 
such as the controversy to which each record was relevant). 
Given that the common interest doctrine is merely a common 
Jaw exception to waiver and not a separate exemption, the 
County's explanation that the e-mails were "work product" 
was sufficient to explain why the County was withholding 

them. Between this explanation and the County's description 
of each e-mail's contents, we conclude the County's 
exemption logs were adequate. 

B. INIT]AL WITHHOLDING AND SunSEQUENTPRODUCTION 

,56 Mr. Allphin argues the County violated the PRA when it 
initially withheld e-mails and then subsequently produced 
them. 

,57 If aa agency produces [***30] documents after the 
requester files suit, this is not an ipso facto admission that the 
initial withholding of the documents was wrongful. c;i_@_cler,;, 
169 W11.2d at 849. "Rather, the appropriate inquiry is whether 
the records are exempt from disclosure." ,lei._ "If they are 
exempt, the agency's withholding of them was lawful and its 
subsequent production of them irrelevant." [4_._qj_Ji..49-50. ''If 
they are nonexempt, the agency wrongfully withheld the 
records and the appropriate penalty applies for the numbers of 
days the record was wrongfully withheld-in other words, 
until the record was produced." Id _at 850. An agency is 
permitted to maintain certain documents are exempt but also 
produce them anyway if the agency determines their 
production would be innocuous. id at 8./9. 

,ss Here, the County initially withheld or redacted many e
mails because they were attorney work product or attorney 
client privileged. After Ecology inadvertently released many 
of these e-mails, the County no longer claimed the e-mails 
were exempt and subsequently produced them. The County 
argues it did not violate the PRA because it continually stayed 
in a "cooperative dialogue" with Mr. Allphin. Br. of Resp't at 
39. But this is not a recognized statutory exemption. If the 
County withheld [***31] nonexempt e-mails, it violated the 
PRA. 
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I. March 27-28, 2013 exemption log 

1[59 Mr. Allphin argues the County improperly withheld a 
chain of six e-mails on its March 27-28, 2013 exemption log. 
See CP at 1569-70. The County withheld these six e-mails on 
the basis that they were "[a]ttorney-client privileged e mail 
communications between legal counsel and client." CP at 
1566. The senders and recipients of these e-mails were 
Brenda Larsen, who is the Kittitas County fire marshal, Alan 
Crankovich, who is on the Kittitas County Board of 
Commissioners, Barry Kerth, a deputy fire marshal, and Mr. 
Rivard. None of these individuals are attorneys. This chain of 
six e-mails was therefore not exempt from disclosure under 
RCW.42.56.290 and the County violated the PRA when it 
initially withheld and subsequently produced them. Thus, a 
per diem penalty applies for the numbers of days these e
mails were wrongfully withheld. 10 

2. April 2, 20/ 3 exemption log 

1[60 Mr. Allphin argues the County's April 2, 2013 exemption 
log lists a number of e-mails that do not contain work product 
or attorney client communications [***32] and, therefore, the 
County wrongfully withheld these e-mails. Mr. Allphin does 
not identify specific e-mails, but cites broadly to "CP at 2236-
2479." Br. of Appellant at 33. We have reviewed every e-mail 
to which Mr. Allphin cites and, with the exception of two, a 
deputy prosecutor ( either Ms. Becker or Ms. Lowe) was either 
the sender or a recipient on every one. Accordingly, all of 
these e-mails were exempt from disclosure under the attorney 
work product privilege and/or the attorney client privilege and 
the County did not violate the PRA by subsequently 
producing them. 

1[61 There are two e-mails in which a deputy prosecutor was 
not the sender or a recipient. The first is from Krystal 
Rodriguez to Mr. Peck, sent on July 18, 2011 at 7:43 a.m. See 

CP at 2274. But there is no indication the County ever 
actually withheld this e-mail, given that it is not listed in 
either of the County's exemption logs. The second is from Mr. 
Peck to Mr. Rivard and Ms. Bound, sent on June 14, 2012 at 
8:02 a.m. See CP at 2473-74. This e-mail is listed as number 
93 on the County's April 2, 2013 exemption log. See CP at 
846. But when the County produced this chain of e-mails, it 
did not redact this particular e-mail. Rather, it produced this e
mail and redacted [***33] a separate e-mail in the chain, to 
which Ms. Lowe was a recipient. See CP at 865. Thus, the 
County's subsequent production of these e-mails did not 
violate the PRA. 

10 According to Mr. Allphin1s declaration, the County eventually 
produced these six e-mails on July 3, 2013, or 98 days after initially 
withholding them. See CP at 1469. 

3. Over-redaction 

,r62 Mr. Allphin argues the County over-redacted a number of 
e-mails. 11 He lists two e-mails in particular. The first is from 
Mr. Rivard to Ms. Lowe and Mr. Peck that said, "It is ok with 
me if you are [at the meeting] Norm." CP at 1754. The second 
is from Mr. Peck to the AGO and Ms. Becker and was in 
response to the AGO's legal opinion regarding whether their 
communications were privileged. The e-mail said, "Very 
helpful. Thanks, Mary Sue. Have a great evening, and rest of 
your week. (Hopefully I won't pester you any further[,])." CP 
at 1743. 

i163 RCW 5.60.060(2)(a) provides that any attorney client 
communication is confidential. In light of our holding that the 
common interest doctrine protects all confidential legal 
communications pertaining to Ecology and the County1s joint 
effort in the regulatory enforcement action, we 
conclude [***34] the County did not violate the PRA by 
redacting these e-mails. 

C, FULLEST ASSISTANCE 

,r64 Mr. Allphin argues the County violated the PRA by 
delaying its records response and failing to provide the fullest 
assistance. 

1[65 Consistent with RCW 42.56.100, agencies must adopt 
rules that "provide for the fullest assistance to inquirers and 
the most timely possible action on requests for information," 
but still "prevent excessive interference with other essential 
functions of the agency." However, "administrative 
inconvenience or difficulty does not excuse strict compliance 
with the [PRA ]." Zink v. CiJL o/Jfesa~J 40 Wn. dJlP~.JJJL 
337,_ 166_P.3d _738_f1007). "In general, an agency should 
devote sufficient staff time to processing records requests, 
consistent with the act's requirement that fulfilling requests 
should not be an 'excessive interference' with the agency's 
'other essential functions."' WAC .J4-/4-04003{J). "The 
agency should recognize that fulfilling public records requests 
is one of the agency's duties, along with its others." id 

1[66 Here, the County did not delay fulfilling the records 
request, nor did it fail to provide assistance in a timely 
manner. On October 24, 2012-five business days after Mr. 
Allphin submitted his request-Ms. Lowe gave Mr. Allphin a 
detailed explanation about how [***35] the County would 
respond to his request. Ms. Lowe and Ms. Bugni then worked 

II Rcir 42.56.2 /0{1) provides that "the exemptions of this chapter 
are inapplicable to the extent that information, the disclosure of 

which would violate personal privacy or vital governmental interests, 
can be deleted from the specific records sought." 
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together to send Mr. Allphin installments on a monthly basis 
throughout the rest of 2012, through 2013, and until Mr. 
Sander closed the request in 2014. Whenever the deputy 
prosecuting attorney did not anticipate being able to send the 
installment by the promised date because of illness or 
technical difficulties accessing the County e-mail system, Ms. 
Bugni would communicate this with Mr. Allphin. 

1[67 The prosecuting attorney's office expended roughly 357 
hours on Mr. Allphin's PRA response, which did not include 
the time spent addressing attorney work product and attorney 
client privilege issues. Ms. Bugni spent over 200 hours 
working on the prosecuting attorney's office's response, and 
Mr. Rivard spent 180 hours on KCPHD's response. Both 
offices were short-staffed, and Ms. Lowe, Ms. Bugni, Mr. 
Rivard, and Mr. Sander had to balance responding to a large 
request with their other official duties. 

1[68 In fact, most of the delay in the initial stages of litigation 
was caused by the fact that Mr. Allphin filed affidavits of 
prejudice against both of the judges in a two-judge county. At 
the TRO hearings, visiting Judge Gibson [***36] noted that 
Mr. Allphin had nothing to complain about in terms of the 
delay, given that the case would have been much further 
along if he had not filed two affidavits. Judge Gibson also 
found the County endeavored "to resolve the matter quickly 
and expeditiously," and that "the delays that have resulted 
here have-primarily have been caused by the fact that the 
defendants filed two affidavits." Report of Proceedings at 
131-32. We conclude the County did not delay its records 
response, nor did it fail to provide the fullest assistance. 

D. MR. GRAN!lERG'S HANDWRITTEN NOTES 

1[69 Mr. Allphin argues the County possessed Mr. Granberg's 
handwritten notes, which he describes as the ''smoking gun 
memorandum.," at the time he submitted his PRA request. Br. 
of Appellant at 47. He contends the County intentionally 
withheld these notes until it used them against him in the 
federal lawsuit. 

1[70 "An agency is only required to provide access to public 
records it has or has used." ffc4C 44-14-0.J004(1}(a). "An 
agency must only provide access to public records in 
existence at the time of the request. ... [I]f a public record is 
created or comes into the possession of the agency after the 
request is received by the agency, it is not responsive [***37] 
to the request and need not be provided." !sL 

1[71 The record demonstrates Ecology-not the County
possessed Mr. Granberg's handwritten notes at the time Mr. 
Allphin submitted his PRA request. Mr. Rivard (a County 
employee) and Mr. Granberg (an Ecology employee) worked 
together to inspect Chem-Safe's facility. Mr. Rivard sent Mr. 

Granberg an e-mail on March 7, 2011, to which he attached 
two color photographs of chemical drums and nothing else. 12 

Mr. Granberg then took notes based off of these photographs. 
Ecology was the only agency that had a copy of Mr. 
Granberg's notes, until Ecology sent the County a compact 
disc containing records that Ecology had given Mr. Allphin. 
This happened after Mr. Allphin filed his PRA request with 
the County and, therefore, the County was not required to 
produce it. 

1[72 Mr. Allphin argues the County possessed Mr. Granberg's 
notes at the time of Mr. Allphin's PRA request because the 
notes were transmitted from the County1s copier to a County 
employee and then forwarded to an Ecology employee in 
2011. [***38] To support this argument, Mr. Allphin cites to 
his declaration. However, his declaration says nothing about a 
copier of any kind, and simply repeats that Mr. Rivard sent 
Mr. Granberg the notes in the March 7, 2011 e-mail. 

1[73 Mr. Allphin also cites to the County's filings in federal 
court, which stated that on March 7, 2011, Mr. Granberg gave 
Mr. Rivard handwritten notes based on Mr. Granberg's review 
of photographs of Chem-Safe's facility. See CP at 1955-56, 
1965-66. The County included this in its filing because it 
initially believed the March 7, 2011 e-mail included Mr. 
Granberg's notes based on one of Mr. Allphin's earlier 
declarations. Based on all of the evidence in the record, 
reasonable minds could not differ that the County did not 
possess Mr. Granberg's notes at the time Mr. Allphin filed his 
PRA request. We conclude the County did not wrongfully 
withhold Mr. Granberg's handwritten notes. 

E. MR. ALLPHIN'S REQUEST TO UNSEAL THE 11 E-MAILS AS A 
SANCTION 

1[7 4 Mr. Allphin argues the County abused the in camera 
review process at the September 9, 2013 hearing by including 
e-mails in the envelope that did not match the accompanying 
index. Mr. Allphin asks this court to release the 11 e-mails as 
a sanction, regardless 1***391 of their PRA exemption status. 
Mr. Allphin cites RCW 2.28.010(3), which gives Washington 
courts power "[t]o provide for the orderly conduct of 
proceedings before it or its officers," and .Yurtis v. PhiJ2]Js. 
143 Wn. AJ2J2. 680" 693.181_?.Jd 849 (2008), which is a case 
about a vexatious litigant who filed multiple frivolous 
lawsuits. 

1[75 Mr. Allphin is correct that the e-mails the County 
submitted in the envelope at the first in camera review hearing 
did not correspond to the e-mails the County listed on the 

12 Ms. Bugni also declared she used the County1s archival system to 
search for the March 7, 2011 e~mail and the attachment contained 
two photographs but no handwritten notes, 
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index. The County argues that this was a mutual mistake, that 

the parties spoke past one another at the hearing, and that it 

sent Mr. Allphin a letter and moved the trial court to clarify 
the ruling when it realized its error. 

,r76 It is difficult to see how this was a "mutual mistake" 

when the County prepared the envelope, prepared the index, 

and was the only party with access to the 11 e-mails. 

However, in this case, the County's error did not tangibly 
harm Mr. Allphin. Because the County included the eight 
extra e-mails in the envelope but did not list them on the 

index, the trial court did not include those e-mails in its 

sealing order. Because of this, Ecology later produced them to 

Mr. Allphin. Thus, the County's failure to list the e-mails on 
the index actually benefltted [***40] Mr. Allphin. 

,r77 In addition, the parties agreed to include the July 19, 
2012, 12:46 p.m. e-mail the County had erroneously put in the 

envelope at the first in camera review hearing on the list of21 
e~rnails for the court to review at the second in camera 
hearing. The trial court ultimately determined this e-mail was 

exempt from disclosure. There is no evidence in the record 

that the e-mail the County originally designated as number 7 
on the inde,c-from Mr. Rivard to Ms. Becker on July 18, 

2011 at 7:31 a.m.-ever actually existed. The parties do not 

discuss it in any of their subsequent correspondence, and it is 

not listed on any of the County's exemption logs. Because the 
County's error did not actually harm Mr. Allphin, we reject 

his invitation to unseal the 11 e-mails the trial court sealed at 

the first in camera review hearing as a sanction. 

F. COSTS AND PER DillM PENAL TY 

,r78 Mr. Allphin requests costs, including reasonable attorney 

fees, incurred on appeal. Under RCW 41.56.550(4), a party 
that prevails against an agency in an action under the PRA is 

entitled to an award of 1'all costs, including reasonable 

attorney fees, incurred in connection with such legal action." 

When a party seeking disclosure under the [***41] PRA 

prevails with respect to some but not all of the requested 

documents, costs and attorney fees should be awarded only in 

relation to the documents or portions that the court requires to 
be produced, and not to any documents or portions the court 

finds to be exempt from production. Sander,:,_ 169 Wn.2d at 

l;J_fiJ~_IJZQ. 13 Mr. Allphin prevailed very narrowly and is 

13 This author notes that while an award of attorney fees should be 
apportioned between successful and unsuccessful PRA claims, an 
award of other types of costs arguably should not be app01tioned. 
This is because RCW 42.56.55011.i directs that "all costs" must be 
awarded to a person who prevails against an agency on a PRA claim. 
(Emphasis added.) "All costs" strongly suggests that the legislature 
intended for courts to award a successful PRA claimant "all costs" 

entitled only to an award of costs and attorney fees reasonably 
incurred in obtaining the six e-mails located at CP 1569-70. 

,r79 We direct our court commissioner to determine the 
appropriate cost and attorney fee award for those costs Mr. 

Allphin incurred on appeal relating to these six e-mails. 

Consistent with RAP j8.lii), we direct the trial court to 

determine the appropriate cost and attorney fee award for 

those costs Mr. Allphin incurred in the trial court relating to 
these six e-mails. In addition to an award of costs and attorney 

fees, RC/V 42.56.550(4) gives a court discretion to award Mr. 

Allphin a per diem penalty for each day the County withheld 

these records. We defer this discretionary award to the trial 

court. If the trial court exercises its discretion to award a 
penalty, it also has discretion to treat the six e-mails as one 

group for purposes of calculating the daily penalty. See 

Double fl, LP_v._Dep't.ofEco/ogy, 166JVn. App. 707"7J.j_,_ 
271 P.3d 322..Q!J/2). 

,rso Affirmed in part, reversed in part, and remanded for 

further proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

KORSMO and PENNELL, JJ., concur. 

Review granted at 187 Wn.2d 1001 (2017). 
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incurred. The legislature qualified its directive by using the term 
"reasonable" not before costs, but before "attorney fees." 

Nevertheless, Mr. Allphin has not raised nor briefed this issue, and 
we do not find any clear authority. We therefore will not resolve the 
statutory ambiguity here. See Touchet ValleyGrain GrowersJnc. v. 
Opp3 Seibold Gen._Const,:,,,,__ lnc,.L 119 ~Vn.2d 334,_352 831 _P.2d 

72-t (1992) (stating l***42] that when the law is unsettled, an 
appe1late court should not attempt to resolve an issue unless it is 
briefed by the parties). 
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